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II 
IS Southeastern Mass? 
By Ed Donahue 
Staff Writer 
Sounds like one of those post-
cards or T-shirts, but it's no 
joke. Anyone living inside of 
Route 128, even in the Quincy 
area, could probably not tell you 
where places like Attleboro or 
Taunton, even Fall River or 
New Bedford, are located, and if 
people so close to it don't kriow, 
then you know it isn't exactly an 
industrious area. This anonim-
ity is hard to break, but there is 
one person trying hard to break 
that anonimity-Governor 
Michael Dukakis, and with BSC 
right in the middle of Southeast-
ern Massachusetts, the region's 
success could reap benefits for 
the college, too. 
The Governor spent the 
whole day last Thursday travel-
ling through Southeastern Mas-
sachusetts, ending up in 
Middleboro and right here in 
Bridgewater. In Middleboro, 
Dukakis participated in ground-
breaking ceremonies for Com-
merce Park, a new Industrial 
Park near the rotary, which has 
two companies ready to build 
and they have received several 
inquiries from other high tech 
companies. The Commerce 
Park opening is just one of many 
shots in the arm, as several com-
'panies have started construction 
at the Myles Standish Industrial 
Park, down the road off I-495 in 
Taunton, the city that lost the 
multi-million dollar Microelec-
tronic Training Center to indus-
trially saturated Westboro, 
Photo: Arthur Walker 
Convocation .officially marked th~ beginning of the 1984-85 
Academic Year at Bridgewater State College. This event 
opened the. 145th school year at BSC, as seniors gathered in 
· their caps and gowns in honor of the ceromonies. 
Tennis 
By John J. Beaton 
Sta.ff Writer 
The revision of the tennis 
courts behind the Student 
Union building has been a long 
and tedious process. Th~ idea 
started approximately- sixteen 
months ago as former president 
of the Student Government 
Association (SGA), Paul A. 
Dobson, tossed the idea out as a 
campaign promise. _ 
After being elected as presi-
dent, Dobson had the project 
approved and then put it in the 
hands of Planning and Develop-
ment; headed by Mr. Lou Perry. 
Perry contacted contractors and 
Court 
arrived at an estimate of 
$33,000. The money was to 
come from two sources: the 
SGA and the Athletic Depart-
ment, plus any moqey received 
as donations. 
About one year later, the cur-
rent SGA president Daniel 
Magoon and Dobson were 
informed that the project was 
$7 ,000 short. Dobson was sur-
prised, "Administration dealt 
with the contracting because we 
didn't know state and federal 
regulations ... we didn't want to 
deal with it...to avoid a hassle we 
put the project in the hands of 
Lou Perry. He did not fully' 
inform us of all money a-ppro-
I?riations." As a result of the 
thanks to the votes of the Boston 
politicians. Even though Duka-
kis failed with the training cen-
. ter, he did not give up, and -made 
this area his primary economic 
recovery area. He set up his 
office hours for several days· in 
Fall River and New Bedford, 
and when he settled with Codex 
on the Prowse Farm controv-
ersy, he insisted that Codex 
expand exclusively in Bristol 
County, the part of Southeast-
ern Massachusetts hardest hit 
September 20, 1984 
by unemployment. The Gover-
nor's trip to our area has only 
got to help the BSC student in 
their search for jobs in the local 
area. 
The Governor's visit didn't 
get a heck of a lot of press, but to 
the college senior looking for a 
job, the opportunities available 
in the high-tech area and other 
industries has got to look a lot 
brighter. Soon, everyone will 
know where the hell Southeast-
ern Massachusetts is. 
Photo: Ed Donahue 
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Ruggiero's Policies 
Create "Concerns" 
By Jeffrey Linehan 
Sra.f.f l'Vritcr 
improve the state of athletics 
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not they were the wise ones to direction. .- · ·. ·.··· · .•·· .. · ( >1 
On Saturday, September 
15th, the Bridgewater State 
-Bears football team opened 
up their 1984 season with a 
sparkling romp over Fra-
mingham State College, 34 to 
zip. It was the kind of win any 
team would want to start the 
year off with~ a win that can 
ignite a flame of optimism 
and set the course for a sue:. 
cessful year record. It was a 
win the Bridgewater State 
football team desperately 
needed to boost team morale, 
which -was dangerously low 
due to recent cutbacks made 
within the program by the 
Athletic Department. 
Why the cutbacks were 
made is obvious; ·simply to 
make, that is a matter of per.;. "Whenever. a. new· organi-
ception and opinion. One zation is introduced any~ 
thing is certain though, antj where there are going to be 
that is that the BSC football concerns from the people 
team has had a rough time who have to adapt to it. 
adjusting to the new system, There is always going to be a 
understandably so. This is difficulty in transition for 
the first time in years that these people, and I, as a vis-
changes this radical have ible leader, am someone who 
been introduced to the everyone can direct their con~ 
coaches and the players, and, cerns at." These "concerns", 
- of course, they are all taking Ruggerio believes, should 
it personally. never leave departmental 
However, Bo Ruggerio, office structure. But they 
BSC's Athletic Director, have. 
insists that nothing is wrong. "I am equaHy enthusiastic 
"I've wasted enough time on for nineteen intercollegic 
this situation. There are no sports hereat BSC--to me 
problems, only concerns," they are all important. But 
says Ruggerio, who in just people must remember. that 
two short years has turned See Football p. 8---
Completion in Sight 
shortage;.new fencing wi1l not be -
put up around the courts as 
planned. Lou Perry was not 
available. for comment. 
During this past summer 
Magoon talked to one of the 
construction workers and made 
an interesting discovery. Stated 
Magoon, ••For $5,000 less the 
old surface could have been torn 
up and a new one put in; instead, 
the cracks were fix~d and the old 
surface retarred - I don'.t 
understand why the administra-
tion did not take advantage of 
this." 
When asked what took so 
long for the project to get under-
way, Magoon replied ''We pur-
pi;>sely brought the project up 
slowly, we wanted it to be a cau-
tious process in which an ad hoc 
committe.e looked 1nto it. We. 
were also delayed by the Board 
of Trustees who didn't approve 
of the project until mid-June. 
Work finaldy- started in early 
July." Magoon said that he 
expects work to be finished in 
mid-October, although he has 
nothing to. base his information 
on. 
The courts will be available to 
everyone on campus and will 
contain two half basketball 
courts, two tennis courts, and an 
area for handball or racquetball. 
Landscaping plans ar~ still in 
question due to the shortage in 
funds. 
Tiie cJmm~nt Th~rsday, September 2n: l9'84 
JACK ANDERSON AND JOSEPH SPEAR 
WEEKLY SPECIAL 
WASHINGTON A 
lumber company whose former 
general counsel heads the U.S. 
Forest Service has its hand out 
for multi-million-dollar favors 
from the federal government. 
Louisiana Pacific Corp. buys 
more government owned timber 
than any other company, and 
has a long history of receiving 
preferential treatment from 
Uncle Sam. 
As we've reported in the past, 
Forest Service chief John Cro-
well went to bat for his old com-
pany on a $600 million timber 
industry bailout, and Louisiana 
Pacific subsequently posted 
record profits. 
The Forest Service also 
refused to cooperate with a con-
gressional investigation of price-
fixing and bid-rigging charges 
against Louisiana Pacific. And 
the Justice Department dropped 
a criminal case against the com-
pany despite a federal judge's 
finding in a civil case that Loui-
siana Pacific and another coun-
try ••conspired to restrain trade 
and to monopolize the timber 
industry in southeastern 
Alaska." 
Here are Louisiana Pacific's 
latest shenanigans in the field of 
corporate welfare: 
- The company is expanding 
aggressively into waferboard, a 
plywood substitute made of 
wood chips and resin .. The pro-
cess uses previously worthless 
trees -'"" like aspen, until now 
valuable chiefly for its brilliant 
autumn foliage. 
Enter the Forest Service, 
which haq.plans to "treat" aspen 
stands in Colorado-a euphem-
ism for wholesale cutting of 
older trees that could be a fire 
hazard. According to internal 
documents seen by our associate 
John Dillon, the Forest Service 
originally planned to treat some 
2 million board feet of aspen in 
Colorado national forests. 
But when Louisiana Pacific 
announced its plans to build a 
waferboard mill near Montrose, 
Colo., the Forest Service sud-
denly decided that 50 million 
board feet of aspen to be treated. 
In one document, a Forest 
Service official acknowledged 
candidly that the 25-fold 
increase in aspen harvesting was 
"in response to Louisiana Pacif-
ic's request for aspen." He wrote 
the the cost data was "based on 
information as developed from 
recent ·contacts by Louisiana 
Pacific regarding possible new 
markets for aspen and expan-
sion into this area with construc-
tion of a new mill facility.,. 
Louisiana Pacific has also 
been pressuring communities in 
Mississippi, Michigan and Min-
nesota to apply for grants from 
the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development to finance 
waferboard plants in their areas. 
The company warned the town 
fathers that without the HUD 
grants it would not build th~ 
plants in their communities. 
Footnote: A Louisiana 
Pacific spokesman insisted that 
the company is only trying to 
help the Forest Service solve its 
problems with the aspens in 
Colorado, and denied that the 
HUD grants are "a determining 
factor" in plant construction 
decisions. 
NUCLEAR PHOBIA??-
Are you scared of nuclear 
power? Rest your weary minds, 
friends. The Department of 
Energy is spending $85,000 of 
your money for a study of this 
particular anxiety. In all likli-
hood, you will soon be informed 
. that your fear of nuclear melt-
downs is irrational-a phobia, 
like fear· of flying. 
Conducting the survey is Dr. 
Robert DuPont, a psychiatrist 
with decidedly pro-nuclear lean-
ings. Appointed by President 
Richard Nixon to head the 
. National Institute on Drug 
Abuse, DuPont is a phobia 
expert who believes that the 
media plays to the public's fear 
of nuclear energy. In a 1983 arti-
See WEEKLY SPECIAL p. 4 
Studds takes commanding 
By David Carreiro 
Staff Writer 
U.S. Representative Ger;y 
E. Studds of -the 10th Con-
gressional District rolled 
Tuesday to a commanding 
victory over Plymouth 
County Sheriff Peter Y. 
Flynn .. Sheriff Flynn is' also a 
member of the Board of 
Trustees here at Bridgewater 
State College. Another ca:n-
d idate running for Rep. 
Stucids' seat was New Bed-
ford businessman Chris-
topher Trundy. This was Mr. 
Trundy's first attempt at pub-
lic office. 
This election drew national 
media attention. Congress-
man Studds was censured by 
the House of Representatives 
last year for a 1973 homosex-
ual affair with a 17 year-old 
page. Many felt that .the cen-
sure would lead to Congress-
man Studds' removal from 
office. 
Sheriff Flynn made the 
censure issue the focal point 
of his campaign. Flynn con-
ANt> I SAQ we HAV6 
At'fORNGQ GEN6RAi 
P€S/GNAm 
EP MEESE tool( 
IN 1011"~~ 
fronted Studds on the cen-
sure issue at a recent debate 
in New Bedford. Flynn was 
soundly booed for· mention-
ing the issue. Congressman 
Studds deflected the attack 
by admitting that the affair 
was a .. damned stupid and 
inappropriate thing to do". 
Apparently the voters of 
the district which includes 
New Bedford, Cape Cod and 
the. Islands felt that Con-
gressman Studds' record 
wairented his re-election, 
leaving Mr. Flynn to ponder 
his political future. 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to tell you a story, 
and it is my hope that you will 
relate this story to your readers. 
I finished class on Tuesday 
about 2 p.m. I went back to my 
room, and it was then that I real-
ized that I still had yet to deposit 
my summer earnings in the 
bank. I gathered up my hard 
earned cash and headed off to 
the bank, but on the way, I ran 
into a couple of friends. I hadn't 
seen either of the young ladies in 
months, so we chatted about our 
summer vacations. 
After a pleasant exchange of 
conversation, I realized that I 
had forgotten my pass book. I 
said goodbye to my friends, and 
headed back to my dorm. I 
started up the steps to my dorm 
when I suddenly realized the 
bulge, that had been a wad of 
$50 and $20 dollar bills was no 
longer in my pocket. I ran 
quickly back to the Union where 
I had met my friends, but to no 
avail. I had lost almost $400! ! I 
searched everywhere! I called 
the Campus Police and they said 
no one turned any money in. 
When I told them the money 
was just rolled up cash, and had 
no identification with it, they 
said I would never. see it again. 
Needless to say I was very upset! 
1 decided to lie down and fig-
ure out how I was going to sur-
Dear Editor, 
It is time for commuters to 
stop being treated as 3rd class 
citizens. When a commuter is 
unpaved lots (grass, dirt, sand), 
there's a problem. When all stu-
dents are forced to pay a ten 
dollar transportation fee only to 
find that the busses which this 
fee funds remain parked outside 
of the Grove Street building, 
there's a problem. When admin-
istration and campus security 
are aware of these problems and 
choose to ignore them, I find 
their behavior to be both 
appauling and inexcusable. 
Thus, there's a problem. 
For two years, commuters 
have voiced their need for park-
ing facilities and the college ans-
wered not with facilities, but 
with a fee and bus system. I find 
it ironic that people in such posi-
tions of authority cannot solve 
such a predominant problem. 
For two years, commuters have 
been forced to park in sand lots 
vive the semester without a 
penny to my name, and no 
books. I drifted off to sleep and 
had horrible nightmares about 
working in Tilly, or some other 
forsaken place, when I was 
awoken by a knock on my door. 
It was a Campus Police officer. 
He told me my money had been 
found and turned in to the 
admissions office. 
I jumped up and raced over to 
claim my cash and thank the 
wonderful person who had been 
so kind as to return my hard-
earned cash. The money was 
there, every last cent, but to my 
dismay the identities of the per-
sons was unknown. All they 
could say was that two very nice 
young ladies had found it. I 
want to thank them from the 
bottom of my heart. It really 
does rest9re your faith in people 
to find two such honest souls. I 
would love to thank them per-
sonally. I live in 219 Scott Hall 
and my name is Ralph Sinclair. 
Thanks again to those wond-
erful young ladies and everyone 
else who was so co-operative in 
my time of need. 
Ralph Sinclair 
P.S. Keep the faith, you never 
can tell how things will work 
out. 
that with rain turn to mud which 
in turn costs the commuters, not 
the college, money for towing 
expenses. 
(not to mention growing). I 
ref use to believe it costs ten dol-
lars per person to fund busses 
that remain idlely parked. I do 
believe that that fee could have 
paved the lot adjacent to the 
Burrell Avenue building not to 
mention the grass area behind 
the tennis courts which we com-
muters refer to as "outer Mon-
golia". I cannot see how the 
busses will solve commuter 
parking problems as Dean 
Jones suggested. Simply, 
extending parking and limiting, 
with a serious effort, the number 
of residents having cars on cam-
pus will solve this problem. 
We commuters are not third 
class citizens and our needs 
should rightly be met!!! 
Sincerely, 
















·********* All submissions must be recieved by 2:00 
p.m. on the respective days. Deadlines will 
be strjctly enforced. 
Chuck Phillips, Chairperson of MASSPIRG, Melissa Frank, Student Government Representative, and 
Matthew P. Donoghue, Trustee, pose with Governor Michael Dukakis as he proclaims October 1-5 
Student Voter Registration Week in the Commonwealth. 
Photo: Ed Donahue 
Faculty Editorial 
The Latin Americanization 
Massachusetts Politics 
of 
By Michael J. Kryzanek 
Faculty Editorial 
sophisticated. We have even 
come to the point where Massa-
chusetts politics has gained a 
sense of legitimacy from those 
Massachusetts has long been who see these antics as the stuff 
recognized as a state where of legends rather than as a rea-
~L\f~"l*¥i~~J~~~1;19:~i~.9!~1i~§ .. c~ar- .. ~.on for c~ange: act~T~~~~t~lt~"·'lln·~»t1~··~·1·:•'·M• .• ,/Fltere.;a'ofe1.:n°'•;•sY:· ~~s~·t;; 
contributions of our ancestors to why Massachusetts poiiti 
to the formation of this country has its own style. But perhaps we 
and the current reputation of the can begin to understand the 
Commonwealth as a center for manner in which this state han-
re search and analysis of dles public affairs by showing 
national and international that Massachusetts politics is 
issues. really not unique. or for that 
· Unfortunately, though, we matter, very sophisticated. 
tend to gloss over those exam- Rather, Massachusetts reveals a 
pies of how our politics are a far style of politics found in many 
cry from the textbook defini- Third World countries, and in 
tions of democratic practice. particular, Latin America. 
The theatrics, the pettiness, the It may seem strange to link 
shady deals and the power strug- Massachusetts to Latin Amer-
gles are shrugged off as exam- ica. With its generals, violence 
pl es of how our brand of politics and revolution, Latin American 
is unique, colorful and to some, politics is what is referred to as 
personalism. Politics in this 
region has had a tendency to 
accentuate the outward image, 
the strength. the popularity of 
the leader at the expense of 
developing strong and effective 
institutions. As a resu\t, Ltltin 
f ri.g ~a:ti, '. -~ ; enlsl ~()l·iticijl 
parties, legislatures, burea'ucra-
cies and commissions are not the 
core of the government. It is the 
man who counts. 
In many respects, Massachu-
setts politics is based on the 
same type of personalims. We 
constantly make judgements 
about the personal strengths 
and weaknesses of our govern-
mental leaders. We are told that 
Michael Dukakis is a "new 
man". We analyze the effective-
See Latin p. 9 -----
It's 1984-Do you know how 
your children are voting ? 
By Richard A. Viguerie 
WASHINGTON D.C.--The 
times, they are a-changin. 
Once the ••underground" 
(unofficial) newspapers on col-
lege campuses celebrated Black 
Panthers and "Che" Guevera. 
Today they praise JaQk Kemp 
and Jeane Kirkpatrick'. Once the 
hero of young people's movies 
was an ••anti-hero," like Dustin 
Hoff man's bemused c~aracter 
in The Graduate or the dope-
heads in Easy Rider. Today it is 
·the traditional hero, like Indi-
ana Jones arid Luke Skywalker 
and Jam~~i'tr .. Kirk,. late of the 
starship ·Ehterprise. · . · 
like "bit" and "byte" and 
••modem" and "ROM"--that is, 
the computer magazines. Once 
the most prominent young peo-
ple were those in the streets 
shouting "Ho Chi Minh is 
gonna win."· Today, Ronald 
Reagan, the candidate of the 
traditional American values, 
leads the nominee of the party of 
the Me Generation by 33 points 
among voters age 29 or younger. 
In fact, the younger the voter, 
the more likely he or she will 
support Reagan. If the current 
trend continues, President Rea-
gan will be the first Republican 
presidential candidate in half a 
century. to do better among 
younger voters . than among 
older ones. 
Why? Part .of it has to do with 
erly affix the blame. to Jimmy · 
Carter and the liberal· Con-
gresses that let government get 
out ofcontrol. Just as the 'image 
of Herbert Hoover, promising 
prosperity "just arovnd the 
corner," shaped the .. political 
attitudes of a previous genera-
tion, the image of Jimmy Carter 
complaining about "malaise'' 
shaped th~attitudes of this one. 
Carter is the Herbert H cover 
of the 1980s, anQ now. Herbert 
Hoover's vice-president, Walter . 
Mondale, is running for 'Presi-
dent. Mondale is running a~ the 
candidate of the political estab-. 
lishment, and, as usua\ the most 
anti-establishment voting group 
in America is the young people. 
And Mondale•s cause among 
the young is. not helped by.the 
fact. that the Democr.atic Party1: 
no longer considers young peo-
1]1!!, ~i"~m,m~~~ 
•· : '"· fi ~·· ; - - ~ i 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-I ditOtlal 
Editor-In-Chief 
One of the most pressing issues which I, along with 
the rest of The Comment staff will undertake this 
semester is a v@ter registration/ education drive. 
3-
With this being a presidential election year, it is the 
obligation of any newspaper in a democratic society 
to keep the public informed of the candidates and the 
issues. Being a student newspaper, it is doubly impor-
tant for a student news pa per to address student 
concerns. 
This project is of major importance to everyone at 
this college and the staff will work hard to effectively 
keep you up to date on the people seeking political 
offices and how their c;lecisions will effect us. 
As a group, students have a tremendous amount of 
clout. It is essential that we address the issues most 
important to students, and to stand as a group behind 
a candidate that will follow through on these issues. 
The students of Bridgewater State College have 
taken the initiative by establishing the BSC Voter 
·Registration Coalition. This coalition, which I am 
personally a member of, has just begun to get rolling 
on campus, and there is no doubt that you will be 
hearing more about them in the upcoming weeks. 
Please be sure to watch for important registration 
and voting times in future issues of The Comment. 
Next Week 
Political View - This column will seek to inform while at the 
same time expressing some political opinion. It is hoped that the 
column will generate student interest in the variety of political 
topics it will cover. Students are encouraged to respond to it 
with their own views/ opinions, and if the response is great 
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Oriceihe publication that best 
represented the youth· culture 
was the\ drug-users' magazine 
-High Times. Today the publica-
tions that appeal to our nation's 
youth are t~ose that use words 
recent history. Despite attempts 
by Democrats to blame the 
latest recession on Ronald Rea-· 
gan, most young people prop- See Children p. B ---- Completed at 5:35 a.m. G!D 
Thursday; ·September. ·20, ·I 984 
• Attention Work Study Students 
Students who were awarded College Work-Study and have not picked up their 
work ~tudy referrals are expected to do so promptly. Please report to Rm. T-3 on 
the Ground floor of Tillinghast Hall as soon as possible . 
• The Bridgewater Invitational: Watercolor 
BRIDGEWATER ST ATE COLLEGE--Five area watercolorists, Ginny 
Avery, Judy Campbell-Reed, Ruth Ferrara, Dorothy Hebden, and X. Bonnie 
Woods, have paintings on exhibit at this year's Bridgewater Invitational at the 
Anderson Gallery of Bridgewater State College through October 5. 
The eastern Massachusetts artists offer a pleasantly-varied collection of paint-
ings from portraits to nature works. The watercolorists come from the towns and 
cities of Boston, Marshfield Hills, Pembroke, and Provincetown. 
The Anderson Gallery, which is located in the Art Building on School and 
Summer Streets one block from the Bridgewater Town Common, is open Monday 
througli'Friday from 8:00 a.m. to- 3:30 p.m . 
• What's Your Pleasure?? 
The BSC Forensic Speech and Debate Team invites undergraduates from all 
departments to join us this year in inter collegiate debate and competitive speaking 
at inter collegiate tournaments. 
What's your pleasure-Debate, After Dinner (Humorous) speaking, Extempo-
raneous (current political topics), or Informative (educational) speeches? BSC 
offers you the opportunity to sharpen your skills and improve your self-confidence 
as a Public Speaking Competitor. (Note: this doesn't look bad on your resume 
either.) · 
Your involvement depends on you alone. Come along for the one-time expe-
rience or earn I credit for sixty or more hours of speaking activities. Further details 
are available in the PIT, across the hall from the Speech Communications Depart-
ment, bottom floor of the Student Union, every Tuesday and Thursday at I I :00 
a.m. 
• 
Game Room Tournaments 
Game Room tournaments will take place on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11 :00 
a.m. Interested competitors please meet in the Game Room at I 1 :00 a.m. on 
Tuesday 9 / 25 I 84. 
• 
. Philosophy Club 
The Philosophy Club will be holding a meeting Monday, September 24, at 3:00 
p.m. in Room T-30 I (Tillinghast Hall). This vvill be the first meeting of the semester. 
We will be nominating candidates for Secretary and Treasurer and begin imple-
mentation of projects approved last s rin . 
• Admissions Volunteers 
There wiJI be a meeting for all students interested in participating in admissions 
activities as: Campus Tour Guides, Visitor Lunch Guides, and Open House Guides 
on Tuesday, September 25 at 5:00 p.m. at the Admissions Information Center in 
Tillinghast Halt 
• Attention All Clubs!! 
The nomination deadline for Homecoming King and Queen is Monday, October 
1. Get Involved!! Leave nominations in the SGA office as soon as possible. 
• Homecoming 1984 - Attention' all Clubs & Organizations!!!! 
Homecoming 1984 is getting close! There will be a meeting on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 25 at 11 :00 in the Council~Chambers of the Student Government. AU Clubs, . 
please send a representative. Your group will get a better chance of a flatbed for the· 
parade. A second meeting will be' held at 11: 15 a.m. for all Organizations including 
MASSPIRG, Frats, Sororities and Dorm Officers. PLEASE ATTEND!!!! 
• SSAM To Hold First Meeting 
The State Student Association of Massachusetts (SSAM); which represents the 
28 public post-secondary institutions in the Commonwealth beforethe state legisla-
ture, announces its first membership meeting of the year. The meeting will take 
place on Wednesday, September 26 at 5:30 p.m. in the Whittemore Library-
Archives Room at Framingham State College in Framingham, Ma. All students, 
student government members, and members of the media are invit.ed to attend. 
• l BSC Ensemble The~. . · . 
The Bridgewater State College Ensemble Theatre needs help t~ build and run the 
set of the Fall *1usical .. Wonderful Town". Anyone and e~eryo~e is welcome, please 
lend us a hand. The shop hours are Monday through Fr!day, 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
See either MiChael Norton in Theatre Shop or Arthur Dirks on the ground floor of 
the Student Union Building. 
• . \ . You can do _Wonders! 
Donate Blood in the Student· Union· Ballroom on Tuesday and Wednesday, 
September 25 and 26 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. The Bloodmobile will also be up at the 
Hill from 3:00 - 9:00 both days. We're out for blood!! 
• '..:~-~vi'•:) \\A'' ni n!lf110T .dU QiHi •·ih;;,~ .. ~ {~1~st8 
PRECISION HAIRSTYLING 
College Student Spe~ial! 
Wash· Cuf ·Blow-dry 
$10 
Valid B.S.C LD must be presented · 
Offer good thru Octobe.r 20, 1984 
697- - 9806 
Hours: 9 a.m-8 p.m. Tues.-Fri./Sat. 8:30 a.m-5 p.m. 
For Sale: Kenwood KX 530 cassette 
deck with Dolby. Good Condition. 
Call 697-3292. 
ale: A manua. 
typewriter. In good condition. 
$75.00. Call Dorothy at 697-1426 or 
leave a message at the Comment 
office. 
For Sale: Frigidaire, self-defrosting 
freezer, 15 cubic feet of 'space. 
$125.00 firm. Call 238-4212 after4:00 
p.m .. 
Attention Seniors: Senior Portraits 
at or below the price of a studio . 
Contact Ed Donahue at The Com-
ment office. 
Airplane Rides: Over the college and 
.along the coastline. Surprisingly 
inexpens'jve. Call Tony at 697-4846. 
Room for Rent: Large, double room, 
twin beds, two closets, student desk. 
Parking available. South Easton. $35 
per week. Call 238-4212 after 5:00 
Found: One ladies watch during the 
first week of school in Boyden Hall. 
Come in and see Peg at the Regis-
trar's Office between 8: 15 and 4:30, 
Monday - Friday. 
Volunteers Needed: To assist in var-
ious volunteer programs at the Mas-
sachusetts Hospital School, a school 
for physically disabled youngsters in 
Canton. Please call Marcia Shapiro 
at 828-2440 ext. 399. 
Help· Wanted: Two males to sand 
wooden porch, ceiling and trim. 
Salary negotiable. Transportation 
can be arranged if .none available. 
Please contact Dwight Cook at 697-
1239. 
Weekly Spec/al (from p. 2) ---------------:----
cle, he . . 
wrote that the nuclear power debate "is 
being warped by an irrational fear of 
this method 'of generating electricity.~1 
DuPont's survey of about 160 people 
asked such. !questions as, "Generally~ 
how afraid Of nuclear power are. you 
personally?" !He also asked resporldents 
to agree or ;disagree· with statements 
like, "l have donfidence that the govern-
ment will see ~o it that nuclear plants are 
· · built safely." i 
After the i initial survey, DuPont' 
asked his respondents to read an "edu-
cational booklet" in which he.concluded 
that "some people· fear nuclear. power 
unreasonably and that this fear is harm-
ful both to the fearful individual and to 
our community as a whole because it 
can distort decisions about how best to . 
meet our energy needs." 
The respondents were then surveyed 
again to. determine if the exposure to 
pro-nuclear "education" eased their 
anxieties. 
Most of the people surveyed were 
from the Washington D'.C. area. 
NO HELP FROM MEXICO-
Mexico continues to be a major conduit 
of illegal drugs smuggled into the Uni-· 
ted States and, according to a confiden-
tial cable from the U.S. Embassy in 
· Mexico City,_ "corruption and'.misman-
agernent" among Mexican officials are 
partly responsible for the problem. 
In addition, the U.S. diplomats con-
cluded, Mexican officials have not 
guarded the border with the United 
States as closely as they should have. 
Mexican officials concede, according to 
the · cable, that they .. had perhaps 
focused too much on interior matters · 
and hadn't given the border due 
attention." 
'· d • 
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ntertainmen 
Steve Martin as Roger Cobb and·Lily Tomli\n as Edwina Cutwater. 
"All of Me" 
Surprise Comedy Hit 
By John J. Beaton 
Staff Writer 
Roger Cobb (Steve Martin) is 
upset, and with good reason, 
he's sharing his body ·with 
another person. Cobb is a first-
ra te attorney performing 
second-rate tasks for a high-
:trJ~J~·:ltr~'11~~e~~J::~~J''~t~,~· 
himself - to quit moonlighting 
as a jazz musician, marry the 
boss' daughter, stop having fun 
and straighten out his life. But 
things don't seem to be going 
Roger's way. 
Meanwhile, Edwina Cut-
water (Lily Tomlin) is trying to 
finalize her will before she dies. 
Edwina is a rich, eccentrjc 
invalid who believes that money 
can buy everything, even 
immortality. She plans to 
transfer her soul into the beauti-
ful body of Terry Hoskins (Vic-
toria Tennant), the stablehands 
daughter. 
Edwina hires a guru (Richard 
Libertini) to remove her soul 
and place it in Terry's body. 
When Roger Cobb shows up to 
revise Edwina's will, he acci-
dently gets caught up in the spir-
itual mess. and Edwina ends up 
in his body. She controls the 
right side of his body while he 
controls the left. 
,fif;b,i&js the,,pil)".emise,foiF .... Cad· 
Reiner"s · surprise comedy Hit,· 
"All of Me". Based on the:novel 
Me Too by Ed Davis and writ-
ten for the screen by Phil Alden 
Robinson, "All of Me" is 
comedic genius in rare form. 
Sporting a cast of comic talent 
headed by Martin. Tomlin, and 
Libertini, "All of Me" is a roller-
coaster ride of non-stop jokes, 
sightgags and laughs. 
Steve Martin has long since 
made a successful transfer from 
stand-up comedian to screen 
actor with a list of successful 
movies including: "The Jerk", 
"'Dead Men Don't Wear Plaid", 
and "The Man With Two 
Brains" (all three also directed 
by Reiner). Martin's perfor-
mance as Cobb is wonderful. He 
aptly creates the schizophrenic 
character of someone who is 
being torn in two directions. 
While the right side of his body 
is fighting to be feminine, the left 
side of his body is doing its best 
to look natural and the results 
are hj1.~~ili>1'J:S• . b<; "' , 
Lil;Y;:··~b ··.·.,.r~~rt~~J1f·: 
meaty'a:s .. ··· M~~tm~s;'l''nrol' is''''f 
funny; however, Tomlfn 
theless entertains us with her 
staunch portrayal of Edwina 
Cutwater. Richard Libertini as 
the guru who understands no 
English is the best supporting 
role in the film. His naivete for 
American customs creates more 
than a few laughs. 
"All of Me" puts another 
notch on Carl Reiner's belt; his 
credibility as a director is rank-
ing high among his comedic col-
leages. Take a couple of hours 
and sit down for some laughs -
you won't regret it. 
Five Years Of 
Shear Madness 
Boston's 1984-85 theatre 
season will include a major 
milestone when Shear Mad-
ness celebrates its 5th year of 
consecutive performance at 
the Charles Playhouse, Stage 
II on January 29th. Three-
time winner of the Boston 
Globe Readers' Poll for Best 
Comedy of the Year," this 
side-splitting whodunnit 
incorporates the audience as 
armchair detectives to help 
solve the murder of a concert 
pianist living above a hair-
dressing salon on Boston's 
fashionable Newbury Street. 
Originally scheduled for a 
limited 31-performance run 
back in 1980, Shear Madness 
has shattered recOrds in its 
reign as the longest running 
theatre production in Boston 
history. With over 1,700 per-
formances to its credit, the 
show has attracted over · 
250,000 people to the Theatre 
District both . locally and 
from across the U.S. and 
abroad. 
The phenomenal success of 
the Boston production has · 
spawned satellite companies 
equally accomplished within 
their respective cities. After 3 
years at Philadelphia's Bur-
gundy Theatre, Shear Mad-
ness will relocate at the end of 
September. to Curtains, a· 
.newly designed entertain-
ment complex located on 
Sansom Street, just off Rit-
tenhouse Square. There, it 
will continue its run .as Phil-
ly's· longest running show. 
Well on its way to. breaking 
longevity records in Chicago, 
'Shear Madness will soon 
embark on its third season at 
See MADNESS p. 6 -





By Audrey Little 
Entertainment Editor 
Cyndi Lauper, punk-junk 
rock star and part-time 
women's wrestling manager, 
put on a fun-filled, high 
energy show September 
second on Boston Common. 
The concert. which opened 
with "When You Were 
Mine", consisted of tunes 
from She '.s So Unusual, as 
well as a few tunes from her 
Blue Angels days. 
Cyndi's antics made for 
alot of fun. Always full of 
energy, she climbed about on 
· the scaffolding, played a solo 
on her ukelele, told bad jokes 
and silly stories, poked fun at 
Lou Albano (her "mentor", 
who wasn't present at the 
time) and received gifts of 
flowers and dolls from fans. 
Much of this occured in the 
earlier part of the show, when 
there were technical difficul-
ties following a perfomance 
of ''She Bop", Lauper's cur-
rent hit. 
The second half of the 
show went more smoothly 
and included solid renderings 
of "The Witness" (my favor-
ite Lauper tune) and "Time 
After Time", her summer-
time hit. Cyndi ended the 
show with an extended singa-
long version of "Girls Just 
Want To Have Fun''. that 
had .everybody dancin·g on 
their chairs. For an encore • 
was an exeptional perfor- ! 
mance of a swinging tune 
called "Work Out". 
Cyndi's concert proved (as 
have her videos) that girls do 
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Steve Martin and Liiv Tomlin in ''All of Me.' 
'The Comme'nt Tliursday, ·septembei"20;· t98-4 
PRINCE 
REIGNS 
By Audrey Little 
Entertainment Editor 
" 1 
tional. "The Beautiful Ones" is a 
slow, pretty song which show-
cases Prince's vocals. "Compu-
ter Blue" is fast and funky, 
Prince's latest, Purple Rain featuring a guitar solo and lead-
(the soundtrack to the movie of ing into "Darling Nikki", a 
the same name) is a lively album rather raunchy tune about his 
of many styles and influences, first encounter with her. This 
ranging from Jimi Hendrix to song has a strange ending. There 
Smokey Robinson. The music is are sounds of wind, rain, and 
funky, with bits of gospel, blues, gospel singing. 
and acid rock mixed in for a very . Side Two opens with "When 
unique sound. Doves Cry", a Number One sin-
Purple Rain opens with .. Let's gle over the summer. The arran- · 
Go Crazy", which starts with gement is sparce, consisting 
Prince preaching about life and mainly of a drumbeat, and the 
the afterworld, accompanied by vocals sound cold. By contrast, 
corny organ· riffs. The tune's "I Would Die 4 U"/"'Baby I'm A 
message is not unlike that of Star" (my favorite cuts on the 
"1999" : everyone's going to die album) are danceable, enthusi-
eventually, so they might as well astic tunes. "Purple Rain" closes 
have a good time now. ••u better the album. It's a slow, sorrowful 
live now before the grim reaper song, with blues-influenced gui-
Clint Eastwood as homocide detective Wes Block 
"Tightrope" Lacks Timing 
co me knocking on your tar playing and lyrics about lost By John J. Beaton throughout the New Orleans 
door ... ", Prince suggests. The love. The tune ends with the Staff Writer French Quarter. Block is 
music itself sounds like party piano, sounding like raindrops, divorced and is no stranger to 
music, though. Then the tune and strings playing chords. the seedy side of life where the 
ends with a guitar riff that nearly A good tune that is only avail- Clint Eastwood is lucky he killings are taking place. Cur-
gives Hendrix a run for his able as the B-side to the "When has such huge success at the box iously, he also had contact with 
money (that is, were he still Doves Cry" single is "17 Days", office; if he didn't, the producers two of the women who were 
alive). a bouncy pop song that has of "Tightrope" would have raped and murdered, a fact 
Appolonia Ko1ero duets with received some airplay. thought twice before releasing which does not look good in the 
Prince in "Take Me With U", a Although many tunes from it. Considering that Eastwood's investigations. 
pleasant, but not very impi;es- this album are receiving so much name has continually pulled big "Tightrope's" biggest prob-
sive tune. I don't care for her airplay that you're probably sick bucks for Hollywood, co- lem is that it lacks timing. Direc-
voice; it's too whin"ey and she of them, I strongly urge that you producer Fritz Manes decided tor Richard Tuggle drags us. 
tries too hard to sound emo- listen to this album. to cut corners on the budget, through the streets of ·.Ne':" 
· . . . . • . . · • knowing full well that he'd more Orleans with no particular.focl;ls ~'-'--A,R-·----~°'g%~f*~~~~~~ir~to~0ot~~~~~~ 
major disappointment. graphy. Bruce Surtees, has the TOM WOLFE 
Author of The Right 
Stuff, The Bonfire of 
the Vanities. 
Wednesday_, October 3 at 7:00 
p.m. 
S. U. Ballroom 
Tickets: $2 BSC,' $3 Public 
MADNESS 
(from p. 5) 
the Blackstone Hotel's May-
fair .... Theatre. 
Producers, Bruce Jordan 
and Marilyn Abrams, have 
been singled out for national 
attention by "Good Morning 
America" and "Entertain-
ment T~nighf' for their origi-
nal gr asstoots theatricality. 
Recently~ V:S.A. · Toi{ay 
ranked Shear Madness 
among the top 5 U.S. record-
breaking hits. in the Off-
Broadway genre. 
Shear Madness continues 
its run at the Charles Play-
house. Stage II, 74 Warren-
ton Street, Boston, Tuesday 
through Friday at 8:00 p.m., 
Saturday ·at 6:30 p.m. and 
9:30 p.m., andSundayat3:00 
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Generous 
group rates available as are 
Dinner/Theatre and Brunch.;. 
··/Theatre packages. Student 
rush seats available.on night-· 
of-show basis. For tickets 
and information call the box 
office at 425-5225. Major 
credit cards accepted by cal-
ling Charg-Tix at 542-8511. 
Eastwood plays Detective lighting so dark that some 
Wes Block, homicide inspector scenes are nearly rendered 
for the New Orleans Police unwatchable. 
Department. Block is tracking Eastwood looks bored with 
down a _sadistic sex-murderer 
his role, surprisingly enough 
Det. Block doesn't handle a gun 
the way Dirty Harry does. His 
co-star, Genevieve Bujold 
("Coma"), plays a woman who 
is in charge of the New Orleans 
Rape Center and who is drawn 
into the case on a professional 
level. Bujold's acting leaves 
much to be desired, she delivers 
her lines with no emotion and 
she seems detached from the 
cases she is handling. 
'"Tightrope" lacks the tension 
and 'excitement that. made so . 
many of ~astwood's films suc-
cessfut tf'we¢had""seeii more 'or-~ 
these elements present, the film 
wouldn't have to worry about 
being consumed in such va,stness 
- "Tightrope" eventually dis-
appears into a black hole. 
GARFIELD® by Jim Davis 
-
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ACROSS 50 Grecian - 18 Mr. Porter 
51 Cl ass room need 19 "Out, damned - ... 11 
1 French head 55 Stupid 24 Part of some 
5 Basketball move 59 Party meeting of newscasts 
10 Raise - sorts (2 wds.) 25 Diamond bungle 
14 October's birth"- 61 Footnote abbrevi- · 26 Lying flat 
stone ation 27 Omit in pronun-
15 One-cell~d animal 62 Miss Comaneci ciation 
16 '50s song, e.g. 63 Neon - 28 VP in '53 
( Ya r. ) 64 Viel d 2 9 Tarn i sh, as a .r 
17 Republican election 65 Inexperienced reputation 
nightmare (2 wds.) 66 Do in, as a dragon 30 Competing 
20 Tyrants 31 Actress Verdugo 
21 Tennis tournament DOWN 32 The - Sisters 
favorite (2 wds.) 37 "- Story" 
22 Mr. Whitney 1 Mary - Lincoln 39 Of ancient W. Italy 
23 Common tattoo word 2 Fencing sword 45 Casino words 
24 House of - 3 Scottish caps 46 Adventurous 
33 Be human 4 Romeo or Juliet, 47 Assam silkworm 
34 Inter - (Lat.) e.g. 48 Invalidates 
35 Mr. Waggoner 5 Party supporter 51 The Odyssey, for 
36 Eat - 6 "- corny as ... " one 
38 Undeliverable mail 7 Certain doc 52 Ceremonial garment 
or water sprite 8 Newspaper sect ion, 53 Put - on 
40 Chicken ·- for short (cover up) 
41 First-rate 9 Washington seaport 54 Dermatological mark 
42 Word of warning 10 Dairy product 55 "! cannot tell 
43 Compass point (2 wds.) 11 
44 Former Time Magazine 11 Opposite of 56 Suffix for poet 
"Man of the Year" aweather 57 Legendary Roman 
(2 wds.) 12 - fixe king 
49 1o be arrnouncecl: 13 1ht! l!.ig l\pple';, ':.ii:>. C.u\.ch '.c.i~\ht 1Jf 
I n~1N.~ YOU MlS UNDERSIDOt> 11\E COU"5( 
()OT UNE, TI+IS THJ<•llE~ (.0\)~SE •s o~T!lfilLl 
NOVELS. NOl MK~ltf.!:.\_JAC~50~ .. 
t: 
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Football (from p. 1) ---------------------
as Athletic 
Director, I am also dealing with 
nineteen different coaches, all of 
whom consider their sport to be 
the most important," he 
explained. One person who 
understands that well is Peter 
Mazzafero, Head Coach of the 
BSC football team. Mazzafero 
contends that he is getting the 
short end of the stick. To him 
there are no concerns, only 
problems the team has to cope 
with. 
For example, although the 
BSC Athletic Department is 
capable of dressing approxi-
mately eighty players, Ruggerio 
has decided to cut the squad to 
sixty-six players. Mike Storey, 
Director of Intramurals and 
Director of Sports Information 
here at the college explains: 
"Sixty-six is an ideal number. 
There are twenty-two positions 
on a football team to be filled, 
and that way we will have six full 
squads dressed, or three players 
at each position. Players will 
then have to work for a spot 
instead of just being given one." 
This is where Ruggerio and 
Mazzafero are at odds, for each 
has an opposing philosophy on 
how many men on the team 
should dress. Ruggerio bases his 
decsion to cut the squad on his 
belief that quantity does not 
breed quality, ·but competition 
does. He also points out that 
with less men, there will be a 
better coach-to-player ratio. 
"This is not intramurals. This is 
·an intercollege sport we are talk 
ing about," he states. '"The hard· 
est thing a coach ever has to do fa 
tell a player that he is not good 
enough for the team." 
Ei . 
en ere camp or pre-season 
practice on August 26th, and 
Mazzaferro, at first, was told 
that the team would be cut back 
to sixty-six due to fiscal reasons, 
specifically the purchase of new 
striped t'.miforms for the team. 
The lack of money, however, did 
not turn out to be the question. 
"'Of course I would rather have 
more players than stripes," he 
admitted. "But if the issue isn't 
money, then the coach should be 
able to decide}iow many players 
he can keep. All students that 
want to participate should be 
able to, and what Bo is trying to 
do is create an elite group." 
Mazzafero emphasizes the fact 
that BSC is not a Boston College 
or a Penn State, athletically, but 
a Division III school that should 
encourage the entire student 
body to participate. '"Our teams 
are not going to go to any bowl 
games, and most of our athletes 
are not going to turn pro. Where 
does he (Rugg~rio) expect us to 
get that type of excellence from? 
We are not a scholarship school 
that can rely on a few individu-
als. A team effort is required."' 
Since· making the intial cuts, 
Mazzafero thought it would be 
best to drop the team's planned 
Junior Varsity schedule because 
of "lack of personnel". 
"There are simply not enough 
linemen to field both a Varsity 
and a Junior Varsity team," he 
says. As far as Ruggerio is con-
cerned, the JV schedule has not 
been cancelled. He believes 
Mazzafero made an administra-
tive decision that he had no right 
to make. 
Mazzafero replies by. saying 
that '"we only have eleven offen-
sive linemen. Now if I had eighty 
men, I could switch them over. 
But, as things are now, we can't 
risk the slightest injury." 
o a w oppmg prii::e increase 
·(from $40.00 to $75.00) to 
attend pre-season football 
camp. That is the highest price a 
FLY- WITH 
THE FINEST! 
player has to pay in the Nev. 
England College Football Con-
ference, second only to Fra-
mingham State. In the past. the 
Athletic Department picked up 
some of the cost, but this year 
they only paid for the housing. 
The $75.00 each went strictly for 
the food. 
What effect has all of this had 
on team morale? Co-Captain 
Steve Hughes stated that ''at 
first it had a really big effect on 
morale. A lot of guys got down 
on themselves or their team-
mates because of all the compe-
tition." Co-Captain Jim Shinier 
agrees. ••The younger ball-
players really got discouraged. 
Even some of the veterans too. It 
just didn't make sense to give 
out all of those uniforms and 
then take them away." 
In closing, Bo Ruggerio 
would like the student body to 
perceive these changes as some-
thing positive, done for the good 
of all. "I know for a while I will 
come across as a •high-powered 
style dictator', but I have studied 
the program and I know what 
has to be done. Li.ke Harry S 
Truman, I'm not a man who is 
afraid to say •no'." Ruggerio 
feels this situation arose over a 
matter of perspective. He con-
tinues, ·~Look at it this way: if 
you !\Te a pessimist, the glass is 
half-empty. If you are an optim-
ist, the glass is half-full." 
Mazzaferro, on the other 
hand, believes that the basics are 
essential in a sport like football. 
"Sure, Bo's a great guy for giv-
ing you your French pastry, but 
in reality he's taking away the· 
meat and potatoes." 
year, 2:4 (flexible) hours per week 
placing and filling posters on campus. 
Serious workers only; we give 
recommendations. Call now for .summer 
& next fall. 1·800-243-6,679. 
~ 
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a Marine aviator. I.f 
you're a freshman, sophomore, or junior, yo~ could quaiify for our 
undergraduate Officer Commissioning Program and be guaranteed flight 
school after graduation. All.training is conducted during the ·sununer. 
There are no on-campus unifonns or drills. This is a great opportu-
nity to prove yourself amongst the best. See Lieutenant John. Bzyapt 
across from the bookstore on Monday through Thursday, 1 · - 4 October, 
or call collect ( 6 . 1 7 ) 4 5 1 _ 3 Q 1 2 
Mrs. Juliette Johnson, Class of 1964, addresses Faculty, 
Seniors, and Friends at Tuesday's 14Sth Annual Convocation 
Ceremonies. Photo by Arthur Walker. 
Chfldren (from p. 3)--------------
ple an important part of its 
coalition·. 
Democrats' complaints about 
Social Security almost never 
address the concerns that young 
people have about the continues · 
existence ofthesyst~m. As far as 
.. · · · · ·o ~l!l"!fM'aMNl;ori-
ce rned, money paid into Social 
Security is money thrown down 
a rathole, money that they will 
never see again. Do the liberal 
Democrats think they can brag 
about their propensity for rais-
ing Social Security payments 
(either by raising payroll taxes 
or by bankrupting the system}, 
without alienating these young 
workers? 
Democrats' support for 
"affirmative action" quotas is 
another source of their prob.:.. 
lems among youth. The U.S. 
Supreme Court recently ruled 
that quotas cannot overrule 
seniority systems, so people who 
already have· jobs have some 
protection against "reverse" dis-
crimination. ~ut young people 
looking for their first job may 
still be ex.eluded on the basis of 
race ·or sex if an employer is 
required to meet a certain quota 
of minorities or women. 
The consistent anti-
technology bias of the Demo-
cratic Party alienates young 
workers, who see automation 
more as an opportunity than as 
a threat. Young people recog-
nize the Democrats' "industrial 
policy" for what it is: a proposal . 
that bureau.cr·ats in Washington 
run the economy. For the new 
geneni.tion of business people 
and workers, their models are 
the relatively unregulated and 
dei:egulated enterprises like 
Apple Computers and Federal 
Express. Young people see that 
.our basic industries are .behind 
the Japanese because we don't 
have enough robots, not 
because we have too many. 
Having grown up in a nuclear 
age, young people are less sus.-
ceptible to ·superstitions about 
· nuclear ·powier (such as the mytJi. 
that a nuc1ear reactor can 
explode). They know that, by 
providing an alternative source 
of power, nuclear power plants 
make it possible to leave high-
sulphur coal in the grounci, 
instead of. bumin1g. it)1~~flinWQUl:it­
ing the afr, Yet Walter "Mon-
·~'l"~~"1''*"'"p~""?ry"•c"6~n'sTs f {'.flt'ry•1 l!llilil. '*•' w•1111111.11111.••• 
opposes the use of nuclear 
power. 
To many of those who grew 
up during World War II, the 
Soviet Union was--in General 
Eisenhower's words--.. our gal-
lant Soviet ally." Jt has been 
hard for them to accept the des-
perate nature of the struggle 
between the Soviets and the 
. West. But today's young people 
have an image of the Soviets 
that was shaped by tanks rolling 
through Czechoslovakia, by the 
invasion of Afghanistan and the 
attempt to crush solidarity, by 
the shooting of the Pope and the 
destruction of KAL Flight 007. 
It is young people's impression 
of the Soviets that is closer to the 
reality perceived by Ronald 
Reagan. 
The President wants to use 
non-nuclear space weapons to 
defend this country, thereby 
making nuclear war impossible. 
He has proposed ·a permanent 
space station and has worked to 
make space technology availa-
ble to American industry as 
never before. Compare Rea-
gan's attitude about space with 
that of Walter Mondale, who as 
a U.S. Senator proposed the the 
space shuttle project be 
scrapped. Which is closer to that 
of our young people? 
After his 1980 election, there 
were predictions. that the domi-
nation of American politics by 
Franklin Roosevelt's "New Deal 
coalition" might be coming to 
an end. If Ronald Reagan and 
his. party represent the oppor- . 
tunities of a glorious future 
wnile Walter Mondale and his 
party try to revive the politics of 
the past, those predictions will 
come true but the end of this 
decade, and, as they said in my 
youth, there'll be a whole Iotta 




Considering Law School in Fall 1985? 
If so, you are invited to participate in the Annual Law School 
Day being held at Boston College on Monday September 24, 
1984, from 1-4 p.m. in Campion Hall. Over 65 law schools from 
all over the United States will be present to speak with yo"Q. 
There is no charge to participate. A list of law schools will be 
available at the door. Parking is available in the college's park-
ing lot. No advanced registration is necessary. This event is open 
to. students attei:iding college.s and universities in the greater 
Boston area. · 
Mass. State Police Recruiting on Campus 
The statewide exam for trooper positions will. be given in 
November IO, 1984, and the deadline to apply is October 15, 
1984. Representatives of the Mass State Police will be available 
on Campus to discuss the application process and career oppor-
tunities on Tuesday, October 2, 1984 from 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 
Noon in Room C-115 in the Burrill Ave. Building. 
All majors are welcome, especially Sociology majors with a 
concentration in Criminology. To apply, you must be between 
I 9 and 29 years of age. Other qualifications will be discussed at 
the meeting. 
This is being co-sponsored by the Sociology/ Anthropology 
Department and the Career Planning and Placement Office. 
Upcoming Graduate/Professional 
School Admissions Tests 
DForeign Service will be held on December I, 1984. The appli-
cation deadline is October 19, 1984. 
o GRE will be held on December 8, 1984. The application 
tion deadline is November I, 1984. 
DNational Security (PQT)will be held on Ocfober20, 1984. The 
application deadline is October 6, 1984. · 
oNational Teachers Exam (NTE) Core will be held on October 
27, 1984. The application deadline is September 24, 1984 .. Spe-
cialty will be held on November IO, 1984. The application 
deadline is October 8, 1984. · 
o Optometry will be held on October 20, 1984. The application 
deadline is September 22, 1984. 
o Veterinary will be held on October 20, 1984. The application 
deadline is September 22, 1984. 
Applications and additional information are available in the 
Career Planning and Placement Office. 
BACKROADS 
(The Tilly Alternative) 
Now Open at Night Too! 
Q\.ltche _, ... Crepes 
Sandwiches - Soups 
SUNDAY BUFFET BRUNCH 
LUNCH DINNER 
11 a.m.-3 p.m. 5 p.m.-9.p.m. 
Thursday, September 20, 1984 The Comment 9 
.................................................... 
Attention 
Clubs & Organizations 
Mandatory meeting for all Clubs and Organizations 
11:00 in the Organizations room 
TUESDAY SEPT. 25 
Meeting will concern Policies & Procedures for the fall semester 
................................................. 
Special Clubs and Organization. Issue 
............................................ 
Any club,organization,fraternity,sorority or newly forming organization 
will have the opportunity to submit any material pertaining to their 
organization for publication. DEADLINE for all material (reports,sche .. 
dules,photos,etc ..... ) will be OCT .4 ISSUE Oct. 11 Leave all material in 
care of Cisco Meneses at the Comment office. Thank you for your 
cooperation. 
~···············•••++••····························· 
Latin (from p. 3)---------------------
ness of our legislators based on downers, have been reluctant to 
their ability to maintain friend- share power with the public at 
ships with key House and large. But in order to gain popu-
Senate leaders; and we are con- lar support, these leaders often 
vinced that backroom negotia- create democracies with all the 
tions rather than reasoned trappings from elections to 
debate is the "stuff' of Massa- legislatures to constitutions. So 
chusetts politics. To some, Mas- as not to lose power, though, 
sachusetts benefits from this Latin American leaders pay lip 
human element in which people service to democracy while 
: ···... ·· ';'~f'ii~;~~P1~1~f'r~~~;;,:~~o,J~,i~;;l! ir~,tainsi~g·\ re~ 11'9/We;F.~Hfl,Pfl&r ~ 
nnp · .. prti¢e§$ of govern.;'t' close knit group. In ordeI' to · 
mental institutions. To' others, understand Latin American · 
this backslapping, ol'boy brand politics, it is necessary to see 
of politics. often obstructs the through this facade of demo-
formation of effective public cracy to the real center of power. 
policies and creates an environ- In Massachusetts our politi-
ment where only certain people . 
matter. 
If Latin American politics is 
its power holders who know 
how to use the democratic pro-
cess in order to maintain their 
control. 
Connecting Massachusetts 
and Latin America is not 
intended as a mere intellectual 
exercise. As the Latin Ameri-
cans have found out to their dis-
may, there is a price to pay for 
their brand of politics. When 
institutions falter and are 
replaced by image-making po,Ji-
ticians; when patronage rather 
than merit determines who will 
fill the ranks of government~·and 
when the few make the decisions 
personalistic, it is also familial. 
In this part of the world politics 
. is often a family affair. Politics is 
too i.mportant to be left up to 
strangers. Loyalty and trust are 
the basic values of politics in 
Politics is too important to be 
left up to strangers. - Kryzanek 
Latin America. When so much 
is at stake 'and there are those 
who lie in wait for an opportun-
ity to hold power, government 
administration has become an 
intricate web of familial ties and 
close personal relations. It is one 
guarantee of stability and per-
haps. even, longevity in 
government. 
Massachusetts is really no dif-
ferent. Government administra-
tion for years has been staffed by 
people who received their jobs 
because of the strength of their 
family or the influence of their 
particular neighborhood or 
town. Like Latin· America, 
politics in Massachusetts is the 
only real grown-up game in 
town and those who play take it 
seriously. By elevating politics 
to a central position, we have 
created a climate where our pub-
lic officials seek a cushion 
against losing their elected posi-
tion and being thrown out of the· 
game. In Massachuset:ts we _call 
this cushion patronage and like 
· Latin America, it has become 
the primary means of insuring 
longevity in office. 
Finally, Latin American 
pqlitics has always been conser-
vative. The people who hold 
power, whether generals of Ian-
I 
cians have learned well this 
Latin American talent for creat-
ing the illusion of democracy. 
Many an important decision has 
been made late at night by a few 
men far from the democratie 
arena; many a commission has 
been formed only to languish 
· without real support; many a 
budget has been voted through 
over the objections of tired, con-
fu_sed. and powerless House and 
Senate members. Massachusetts 
might not have its generals or 
landowners, but it certainly has 
with little concern for the voice 
of the public, government can 
easily become the object of pu}?-
lic unrest; mistakes are made, 
hopes are dashed. In the future 
the practitioners of Massachu-
sestts politics may be wise to rec-
ognize the changes that can arise 
from following. too closely the 
Latin American mode. The 
Commonwealth has already 
paid too high a price for a style 
of politics that does little to 
enhance our reputation as the 
"cradle of democratic 
government." 
READERS NEEDED FOR VISUALLY 
IMPAIREDC AND ·LEARNING DISABLED 
STUDENTS. PLEASE CONTACT: 
DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES 
Boyden Hall 697-1208 
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Telecourses For 
College Cr-edit 
Brain, Mind and Behavior, · 
Congress: We the People, The 
Constitution: That Delicate Bal-
ance, Heritage: Civilization and 
the Jews, and The Write Course 
will premiere on Channel 2 
WGBH-TV this fall. Other 
courses being offered on the 
Boston public television outlet 
are Exploring Language, Gen-
eral Chemistry, Interaction, 
Introduction to the Humanities, 
The New Literacy: An Introduc-
tion to Computers, People and 
Organizations, Perspectives in 
Psychology, Religious Quest, 
and Systems Organizations. 
Local colleges offering the 
courses include Bridgewater 
State College, Bunker Hill 
Community College, Central 
New England College, Curry 
College, Hebrew College, Mas-
sachusetts Bay Community Col-
lege, Massasoit Community 
College, Middlesex Community 
College, Salem State College, 
and Suffolk University. 
The courses are offered by the 
PBS Adult Learning Service. In 
J 983 over I 00,000 viewers regis-
tered for credit in courses 
offered by the Service. 
D The Brain will provide a com-
prehensive understanding of the 
human brain, its functions, its 
common pathologies and its 
many mysteries. It will address 
topics such as sleep, stress and 
anxiety, language, aging and 
memory, and mental disease. 
D The Coristitution: That Deli-
cate Balance will offer seminars 
on controversial constitutional 
issues such as capital punish-
ment, affirmative action, abor-
tion, and executive privilege. 
0 Heritage: Civilization and the 
Jews will survey Jewish history, 
thought, and culture against the 
backdrop of the civilization in 
which Jews have lived. Former 
Israeli Ambassador to the U.N. 
and to the U.S. AbbaEban is the 
commentator and chief consul-
tant for the series. 
D Congress: We the People 
presents an inside view of the 
U.S. Congress and~ addresses 
themes such as leadership, lob-
bying, and lawmaking. 
D The Write Course teaches 
English composition through 
dramatizations and mini-
d ocumentaries. 
0 The New Literacy is an u p:to-
date survey of electronic data 
processing. computer hard ware 
and software systems, and 
developments in information 
processing. It shows how com-
puters operate and how they can 
be applied to a broad range of 
organizational settings and 
social environments. 
D Interaction enhances educa-
tors' understanding of effective 
interpersonal and intergroup 
relationships. 
The remaining seven courses 
are offered through the Interna-
tional University Consortium 
and Central New England Col-
lege. These courses examine the 
humanities, the behavioral and 
social sciences, technology and 
management, and science. 
Telecourses offer conven-
ience, flexibility, and credit for 
adults. who find it difficult to 
attend regular classes on cam-
pus. In addition to the television 
programs, most courses also 
have a study guide, textbooks, 
and an on-campus faculty 
member. , 
Most courses begin in early 
September. For a. free brochure 
describing the telecourses that 
are being offered, contact 
WGBH Community Relations 
Department, 125 Western Ave., 
Boston, Mass. 0.2134, 492-2777 
ext. 2646. 
Students In. Action: 
BSC PIRG 
f-.. :_::..· 
. The cobwebs are cleared from 
the ()ffi~e, and things are already 
happening down ,a:t the. 
BSCPlRQ;s: ·: homebase •. across 
'from theRathskellar 1n the· Stu~ 
· d~nt Uni()tt. ·BSC .· Pirg is one oL. 
t:P~.nfoeteenchapters ofMASS-:. 
• P~R6 (the 'Massachusetts Pulr· 
··· nc . Interest: Research Group). 
whose $tudent. run· and student'. 
.. funded Qtg41\izat'ions work whh"" 
. ·its own lawyers and lobbyists. to· 
· involve students in. so;cial issues, 
:BSCPIRG deals with 'the stu-
dents as consumers and citizens 
working with · such · issues. as·. 
.. voter: registration, hazardous · 
was~e. landlord/tenant rela-
. tions, media, and the Consumer .. 
Action Center in Taunton. 
As a publlc interest group, 
BSCPIRG's main objectives are 
· to better facilitate the BSC com"." 
munity. This is accomplished by 
·promoting the issues encom-
pa$sing education and aware-
ness, and a commitment to 
... <:~~ getting issues passed on a state.:. 
wide level. 
Last year BSC students were 
actively helpful in passing the 
statewide Lemon Lawthrough 
. their. diligent research into local 
car dealerships. This law pro-' 
- .. •;; vides consumer protection for-
new car owriers. 
BSCPIRG. also put tremend"." 
ous leg work oh the Acid Rain 
Cap (presently in Congress) 
through petitions to state legis-
latures and the surrounding 
~· community. The Acid Rain Cap 
cuts the amount of sulphur 
dioxide being produced within 
the state. 
This· year the issues that 
BSCPIRG will address are 
fourfold: 
1) Voter Registration Coali-
.ii9_n~This project is de.signed to 
. register as; many ~tudents (}S pos-
sible during October .. J-4' by 
bringing registrars on campus to . 
·register students, a 'rally, ·and 
increasing · awareness of.· the 
jss11es. The coalition is .formed 
: 'With SSAM (State · Students 
. ·AssociatiQn. of· Massachusetts)~ 
· Student . Government Associa-
tion,.and··otheri~tercsted.:organ-
' izati()nS on campus. Voter 
Education . a.nd Get 'Out ,The · 
V()te\vill also be emphasized. 
. 2)StateHouseWatch, ... This 
project gets students involved in · 
the issues presently in Congress. 
·Working closely with.the lobby"'.' 
ists, the · s.tuderits will· do . com-
munity outreaclJ. on such i$sues 
"'as Hazardous Waste~ Add 
Rain. and the Check Float Bill. 
3) Tenant/Landlord - Stu-
dents will do research into pres-
ent laws. involving both rights 
and obligations of Landlords 
and Tenants'. A publication will 
· be produced that both parties 
will be able to turn to when 
, looking for information . 
1 4) Media - Bridging the gap 
anCi letting. people on the cam-
pus know the issues being 
worked on is the main emphasis. 
Students will be writing articles, 
setting up PSA 's and letting the 
flow of information get out into 
the community· as well. . 
Anyone interested in finding 
out· more about the projects is 
welcomed to drop by the office. 
This year is looking great and 
PIRO members are excited. 
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Free to All 
B.S.C~ Students 
,--~----------------~----~----~ I I 
I Student I 
I I I Government I 
I Positions I I I 
I Nomination papers will be available in the Student Govern- I I ~ent Association Office, third floor of the Student Union Build- I 
I mg. ~apers must be returned by 4:00 p.m. on October 4~ 1984. l 
I Elections will be held on October 10, and October I I, 1984. I 
I I 
I I 




I I I Class of 1988 I 
I I 
I I 
I President 1 
I Vice President I I Secretary I 
I Treasurer I I I 
1 Publicity Director 1 
I Social Director I I Yearbook Representative : 
I I 
I I 
I Senate Positions 1 
I I 
I I 
: 1 - Senator-at-Large : 
I 3 - Senators Class of 1987 I 
I I 




I I I These elections are open to. any class member of the Bridge- I 
I water State College C?mnmmty. Your participation in the Stu- : 
I ?ent. Government Ass•ociation .electoral process should not be I 
,~~U,~,1,~g1i,'?rX, .. ~ ve>ided ! Go for it! , t " "'*"''~ I 
Dan Darcy I 
I Elections Director I 
. I ~--~----------------~--------~ 
Rhodes Scholarship 
Applications ·. · 
Bridge~ater State College has been invit~d by tne Rhodes 
Scholarship Foundation to submit candidates for the 1985 
Rhodes Scholarships. . 
Rhod~s Scholarships provide full funding (all academic fees 
plus.abou~ s7~000 for living expenses) for two to three years of 
s!udy -.e1_the:r undergraduate· or graduate - at Oxford Uriiver-
s1ty. ~and1dates ar~ chosen for intellectual achievement, physi-
cal .vigor, le~de~sh1p, an~ devotion to the public good. Any .. 
senior~ cons1de;mg applying should get in touch at once with 
n:. Nickerson m'the E~g~ish Department (Tillinghast 312, Tel. . 
ex. 2283). Promptness 1s miportant. Applications mu&"t be filed 
by October 31st. · 
Thur~day~ September ~O, 1984 - The.Comment 
Counseling Center To 
Begin Twelfth Year 
The Counseling Center is 
beginning its twelfth year at 
Bridgewater State College. For 
the first six years it was. staffed 
by one clinical psychologist, 
Daniel R. Diethelm. Director of 
the Counseling Center. The 
interest, support, and commit-
ment of the College is evident in 
the growth of the staff over the 
last five years. A second full-
time psychologist, David E. 
Duhaime, was appointed in 
October of.1983. The Center is 
also staffed by two half-time 
psychologists, Susan E. Allen, 
who is currently completing her 
Doctoral work at Northeastern 
University, and Bernice Kelly, 
who is also a Doctoral candidate 
and is attending Massachusetts 
School of Professional 
Psychology. 
Generally, college students 
are very responsive to counsel-
ing. Most often they come self-
ref erred or ref erred by a friend 
who has been to the Counseling 
Center. They come, too, with 
already developed skills which 
can be utilized in the counseling 
process. Counseling is confiden-
tial and there is no charge for the 
service. While first priority is 
given to undergraduate stu-
dents, the staff is also available 
for consultation with all others 
in the college community. 
It may be of help to the stu-
dent who is-considering counsel-
ing to know what may occur in 
the first meeting with a counse-
lor: an exploration of the pres-
enting problem or conflict, 
going no further back and no 
deeper than is comfortable at 
this point; some talk about the 
nature and conditions of coun-
seling; an invitation to the stu-
dent to ask questions and voice 
hopes and worries; exploring 
together what might be the focus 
of the work; further exploration 
of what and--whether the student 
can benefit from counseling; an 
exploration of the advantages 
and disadvantages of other 
kinds of work, such as group 
counseling. 
We have found that the 
number of student-counseling 
contacts is not usually. a prob-
lem. Some students have benef-
itted from just a.single meeting 
during which they were able to 
clarify issues or conflicts. Others 
find it helpful to come for a ser-
ies of meetings with a counselor 
to work through more con-
flicted processes in their lives. 
We find that both we and our 
clients are generally comforta-
ble and satisfied with the joint 
decisions we make regarding the 
kinG and length of the counsel-
ing process. 
The staff of the Counseling 
Center is also devoted to the 
general progress of the com-
munity and its constituencies. 
We will, therefore, be offering 
outreach activities throughout 
the year. You can remain 
informed about these work-
shops and trammg sessions 
through both the campus radio 
and newspaper. 
The Counseling Center is 
open from 8:30 a.m. to4:30 p.m. 
on Tuesday through Friday, and 
from 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. on 
Monday. We encourage .you to 
stop in or call the Counseling 
Center to make an appointment. 
We are located on the ground 
floor of the Grove Street Build-
ing and our phone number is 
697-1331. After hours emer-
gency help can be obtained by 
calling the college infirmary, 
extension 1252. 
.-
Looking to earn extra cash this 
semester? Become our college Travel 
Representative. Enthusiasm to travel a 
1 must. Excellent business/marke'ting 
1 majors. Call Bruce at 1-800431-3124 
or_ 1~914434-6000 !N·~· .~tate only) 
Ideal Parttime Job! 
I/: 1 Toy Party Company needs 
demonstrators to show toys & 
gifts-no investment or experience 
required. Free $300 kit & training: 





en S SA M Victory Over Tuition Hikes 
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Assorted Juices 















Saturday Brunch . 
Assorted Juices 
Assorted Cold .Cereals 
Fresh Fruit 






Assorted Cold Cereal 
Fresh Fruit 












To'ist/b utter /jelly 
Tuesday 
Assorted Juices 












. Assorted Donuts 
Vegetable Soup 
Meatball Subs 









Hot Pastrami on a Bun 
Grilled Pepper Steak 
French Fries 
Peas 
B~et Noodle Soup 
C1lj Cut Italian Sub 
Ct .. ..;ken Croquettes w/ 
Supreme Sauce .. 
Home Fries·' · 
Sliced Car:rots 
Clam Chowder 
Baked Macaroni & Cheese 
Fried Chicken Pieces 
French Fries 
Vegetable Soup 
Shaken' Bake Chicken 
Meatloaf w/gravy 










Roast Leg of Lamb 
. Franks & Beans 
I brown bread 
Oven Brown Potatos 
Green Beans 
Cauliflower 
Beef Noodle Soup · 






Yankee Pot Roast 
Jardinere 
Fries Cod Tails 
The ·State Student Associa-
tion of Massachusetts (SSAM) 
is celebrating a tremendous vic:-
tory this summer. It · was 
reported last semester that a 
possible 15% tuition increase 
was in store for students attend-
ing state supported colleges and 
universities. Through the organ-
izing efforts of SSAM. the 
increase was reduced to 7%. 
This victory means ·that each 
student attending a state post-
secondary institution was saved 
an average of $60-$70 on this 
fall's- tuition .bill. 
Commenting .on SSAM's tui-
tion victory and the upcoming 
meeting, Michael Ferrigno, 
SSAM ·Executive Director 
expressed,· "SSAM's victory 
holding down the propo.sed tui-
tion increase means that each 
student. will have an average of 
$65 in their pockets this fall 
which. would have gone to tui-
tion costs ... More importantly, 
SSAM's tuition victory means . 
that access to a public higher 
education will remain open to 
the thousands of students who 






Ferrigno added, "Several· of 
the legislators and representa-
tives of the Dukakis administra-
tion who played key roles in 
holdfog down the tuition costs 
will 'be in attendence at the meet-
ing to help provide an overview 
Cream/Mushroom Soup 
BLT Sandwich 
Sloppy_ Joe on a Bun 
Italian· Green Beans 
Corn Chowder . 
Sheppard's Pie 
w/gravy 




Breaded Veal Steak w/' 
Brown Sauce 
Spaghetti w/Meatballs 
Oven Brown Potaotes 
Peas 
Corn 
·of. s.SAM's successful organiz-
ing efforts.,, 
Govenor Michael Dukakis' 
special assitant on Educational 
Affairs, Dr. Gerald· Indelicato Corn Chowder. 
Baked Chicken declared, "SSAM played a 
'Alb Hamburger w/Bacon major role in assisting the 
Rice_Pllatf · . . administration and the legisla-
. Cauliflower wlPimentos ture in arriving at a sound tui-
~.I~.~s.~~~!Wt!~!IY .. ,•wu··J.-:.J .. !·:·c:" :". 
·:.. Frel'!C~.9:1.J!;~r;~en Beans " ,, ti . -, . , _ . .. .. , . "i /~:.''':__ ... ---........... ~:,.:~'·;:-.<·_,,..,..,."'-~u .... r_at.~ ...• Xtt.~,..~,t~9~s.~,.~o~~,~,., 
was heard through SS,A.M in a 
positive and responsible 
manner. Gov. Dukakis and I are 
grateful for their input." 
State Senator Gerard 
D'Amico {D-Worcester) stated, 
ad.ministrators to work on this 
issue.· in a cordinated fashion.::. 
. Their work was effective and we 
look forward to a continued 
positive working relationship 
among all parties." 
'••we are confident that the 7% 
tuition cap will help ensure an 
accessable education at a reso-
nable and affordable tuition 
rate." 
D'Amico . added, "SSAM 
joined with legislators, the Gov-
ernor's office, and campus 
Ferrigno concluded, "We 
hope to have a good turnout at 
our first meeting with all schools 
:epresented. We encourage all 
interested student government 
members, campus media repre-
s~:itatives, and students gener-




Our Catalog contains detailed descriptions of 
14,278 research papers. A virtual library. of 
information at your fingertips. Let this valuable 
educational aid serve you throughout your 
901tege ·years. Our papers are time-proven 
winners. Footnote and bibliographic pages are 
included at no extra cost. Ordering a research 
paper is as easy as picking·up your phone. 
Aeaefirch Aul1lance also provides customized research 
and ttiesis assistance. Our staff of 75 professional 
researchers and writers, each highly traj ned in a specific 
~:e~~~C::ne~~'.pUne, can assist you with all your 
. SAVE TIME ANO IMPROVE YOUA GRADES! 
• ·Easy Ordering • Speedy Dttlvery 
• Quality Guaranteed I 
Rush S2.00 fer your 250 page. mall order catalog 1 
(Sold for research purposes only) 
~RAliiEsEiRciUSisTnGr o'; Pc -I  11322 Idaho Ave., Suite 206 . · • I I West Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 (213) 477-8226 
Please rush my catalog. Enclosed is $2.00 to cover. postage. I I 1111111 . I 
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Campus Issues 
Cases Drop Campus Herpes 
Off; Suicide, Eating Disorders Increase 
Atlanta. GA (CPS)-The 
campus herpes epidemic has 
subsided. but that news is mit-
igated by "alarming~' increases 
in eating disorders, depression, 
and suicide, according to 
reports given at the recent 
American College Health Asso-
ciation (ACHA) annual conven-
tion in Atlanta, Ga. 
"The full area of sexually-
transmitted diseases is one in 
- which colleges have been tarred 
with a big brush,·~ said Clifford 
Reifler, a physician at the Uni-
versity of Rochester. 
But in fact, Reifler says, 
"there has actually been a 
decrease of herpes cases on col-
lege campuses. The number of 
sexually-transmitted diseases on 
college campuses is not as high 
as in the general population." 
Although the Center for Dis-
ease Control (CDC) in Atlanta 
says it has no statistics support-
ing Reifler's claim, "it is entirely 
possible there could be a 
decrease in herpes among the 
, college population," says CDC 
physician Paul Becker. 
the convention did agree that 
while herpes may have abated 
among the college population, 
suicide, eating disorders, and 
other stress-related maladies 
have skyrocketed in the last sev-
eral years. . 
Next to alcohol abuse, suicide 
and eating disorders are the 
most prevalent student health 
problems, says Jim Dilly, 
ACHA executive director. 
'"There's no question that eat-
ing disorders--such as anorexia 
nervosa and bulimia--have 
become real student health 
issues," Dilly says. 
Anorexia victims, of course, 
slowly starve themselves to 
death in obsessive attempts to 
10se weight, while bulimia suf-
ferers gorge themselves with 
food and then force themselves 
to vomit. 
However, "suicide is our big-
gest and most threatening con-
cern" among college students, 
according to University of 
Washington physician Gordon 
Bergy. 
Suicide is still the second lead-
ing cause of death among col-
lege students--second only to 
automobile accidents--and 
ongoing studies have shown 
campus suicide rates increasing 
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On the other hand, he adds, depression and suicide."There is out of ·every five students say 
"more students could simply be The higher incidence of col- simply no way to prove or de~- they suffer from psychological 
ces, and trained student dormi-
tory supervisors to spot 
depressed and potentially-
suicidal students. 
going off campus for herpes lege student stress and suicide onstr.ate what was really an acct- stress,. including burnout, 
treatment." many college counselors attrib- dent and what was really depression and anxiety. About 
Many of the 240 campus uted to . the r~cession has~'t suicide,'' he says. two-thirds of the stu•pa citeEt 
health professionals attending abated with the improvement m Spring is always a difficult academic f!!.'?,SSure, un.,certainty 
•.,. $eajors faciA~ a cq,Rpetitive 
job tnarket and cutoff from their 
earnpus sup•ffoff·'·groi.lps aren't·····'·~'"'' 
the only ones to watch. Fresh-
,~ ,,,, ·• '''•'"'""-'",.t.be !ilG~~:i1nli9iliJiJ1J\U&Ji1gfiili\l\GSl'l1111111 wf~fl §i!i!fiftWl~~@!ll11191!18Wl!!fd!dU' ww~~'Tutu're and financial 
ing experts are reporting. members as "burnout" makes it worries as the leading causes of 
Puzzle 
Answers 
(from p. 7) 
'The effects of an improved harder to deal with stress. the stress and anxiety. The .NeH·s-
economy and job market just experts say. Also, the hoped-for week pull found one out of every 
haven't trickled down to help easing of stress in the economy eight students had seriously con-
the students much yet," says recovery happened yet, either. sidered suicide while in college. 
Debra Allen, associate director ''Mostly what we're seeing are Five percent admitted to actu-
of counseling services at• the a lot of seniors with exit anx- ally trying to kill themselves. As 
University of lll,inois. "The pres- iety," says Vincent D'Andrea, a a result of such statistics. many 
sure students still feel to choose Stanford counseling center psy- counseling centers have estab-
a major that will be in demand chiatrist. "The seniors are pre- lished ·s·uicide hotlines, 
and pay well, and the desire to paring to leave school and enter , upgraded their counseling servi-
maintain good grades have not tpe job market, and they have all 
really leveled off.,. sorts of unanswered questions, 
Three , Illinois· students and and. they see all their communi-
one. professor have committed cations with friends, counselors, 
men "face a tremendous amount 
of anxiety and pressure," 
Kashani says, because they are 
leaving home for the first time 
and simply may not be ready for 
an independent. competiive 
campus atmosphere. Conse-
quently, he says, three out of 
every four freshmen consider 
suicide. 
suicide this school year, she and support groups peing cut off 
says~ and there have been at least - in the process." ~'It's been a busy 
six unsuccessful suicide year, D'Andre continues. Even 
attempts during the same with predictions that the job 
period. , market is finally opening up this 
Two weeks ago, a University spring, . "depression is still a 
of South Carolina professor, steady problem." Nationally, 
despondent after he was denied about 19 out of every 100,000 
tenure, took a student hostage, students attempt suicide every 
barricaded himself in the presi- year, according to National 
dent's office. and finally com- Institute of Mental Health sta-
mitted suicide. tistics, making suicide second 
Two University of Southern only to automobile accidents as 
California students have taken the leading cause of student 





two others have tried, says Lt. Several years ago campus 
Art Blair of the school's security counseling experts noted dra-
department. ma tic increses by the numbers of 
At Middle Tennessee State, a depressed, anxious, and suicidal 
student security patrol officer students visiting counseling cen-
killed himself after murdering ters. They theorized that finan-
his girlfriend. a University of cial aid cutbacks, a sluggish 
Tennessee student. economy, the worst en:iploy-
And a Columbia University ment market since World War 
student killed himself just before ii, and increased competition 
the Christmas holidays by jump- for grades were the main reasons 
ing in front of a freight train. for the increased pressure on the 
There may be other incidents students. Besides an increase in 
too. suicides, counselors also 
"There's are a lot of accidents observed sharp increases in. the 
by college students that are number of students with other 
increasingly being viewed as sui- stress-related problems, such as 
cide attempts disguised as acci- headaches, depression, and eat-
dents," adds Javad Kashani, a ing disorders such as buiimia 
University of Missouri psychia- and anorexia nervosa. 
trist who has, authored numer- A recent Newsweek "On 
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Bears Def eat 
Framingham in 
Season Opener 
· By Vin Dodero 
Staff Writer 
51 yards on 54 plays. 
In the first four minutes, 
BSC tallied 16 unanswered 
points. The Bears opened 
Welcome, sports fans, to their scoring run with a 23 
another edition of Bears yard field goal by Gary 
Football. The Bears started Camarillo (whose older 
off the 1984 season last Sat- brother is a punter with th~ 
urd&y1··,,···by pounding Fra- New England Patriots), and 
mingham State, -34-0, in a 45 seconds later Ron Carpen-
convincing display of team ter scooped up a Ram fumble 
football. Despite the poor and made his way to the 
field.cond~tions and the cold, R~ms" fi.ve yard .. line .. Brian 'lMl!Ml~!8P.•1 N'.!t1!El--~5''''!c Mahoney then took it in for 
played virtually errorless the .S1..ore. The Bears' defense 
ball. Defense was the key to · kept the onslaught going 
this win, led by sophomore when Bob Fries blocked a 
Bob Fries (named Division punt and senior co-captain 
I I I Defensive Player of 'the Jim Schindler pounced on it 
Week). He led the opening for another BSC touchdown. 
stanza with two tackles and a In the second half, BSC 
sack that set the tempo for totally shut down the Rams' 
the entire game, which saw attack and added I 8 more 
the Bears· defense keying on points to their tally, and the 
the Rams all day. The Bears scoreboard read 34-0 when 
held their opponents to just the final whistle blew. The 
, , , . ,Rq,o,t9~, ~~. O~:u:i,tty9\: 
" ;-·· . 
Sophomore QB Mark Ambrose throws while under pressure in BSC's season opening vi91ory. 
Se~ related photo,. p. 14. Photo: Mike Storey 
scoring was by Gary Cama-
rillo 's second field goal (35 
yards), making it 19-0. Scott 
Johnson caught a 9 yard 
touchdown pass from Mark 
Ambrose, a play se! up by a 
25-yard pass reception by 
Steve Hughes. Mark 
Ambrose finished the scoring 
by running the ball in from 
the one yard line on a quar-
terback smear. 
Outstanding·. players· were 
Defen.sive Tackle Bob Fries 
( 4 sacks, IO tackles, 7 assist-
s; also blocked a, punt and 
s.old popcorn at halftime), 
who kept the Ram QB scram-
bling for his life. Also, sopho-
more Defensive End Doug 
Barnard was in the Ram 
backfield so much they were 
considering giving him a 
black and yellow Ramjersey. 
On off !nse, Brian Maho-
ney, (84 yards and J touch-
down} and· Andy Nekoroski 
(25 yards) led the Bears' rush-
ing game. The Bears" next 
game is this Saturday, Sep-
tember 22, at h1...me against 
Maine Maritime Academy. 
Come and cheer your team 
on to victory on Parent's 
Day! 
Recruits With Pro Ties 
The iiames Camarillo and 
Carpent~r are well known in 
.Professional circles, when talk-
ing of the New England Patriots' 
aH star; punter or hockey's 
Washington Capitols' high scor-
ing center. They also refer to 
Coach Pete Mazzaferro 's top 
tw9 recruits for the 1984,Bridge-
water State Football Bears, 
those beirig Gary Camarillo and 
Ron Carpenter. 
Gary is following in his broth-
er's footsteps, at least kicking-
wise, as he has taken over all of 
the punting and place-kicking 
duties for the Bears this season. 
The 5'7", 170 lb. sophomore 
possesses an extremely long leg 
and should be an added weapon 
to the BSC arsenal. 
Ron, a graduate of his brother 
Bob's alma mater St. John's 
Prep, has stepped right into the 
Bears' defensive starting lineup 
as a freshman. The 6'0", 215 lb. 
tackle has played extremely well 
in the preseason and could be a 
mainstay .in the Bears' defense 
for years to come. 
If these two perform as well as 
they have in prescason, it looks 
as though Pete Mazzaferro has 
found a new recruiting method 
that has yet to be utilized on the 
college football scene. 
,_ ____________________________________ _.. __________ ................................... -1~~ 
Men's Tennis Lose Opener 
The BSC men's tennis team 
opened u;p their season with a 
disappointing 9-0·1oss to a pow-
erful. and :deep Salem State Col-
lege squa(I this past Monday in 
Salem. 
Despite the loss, Coach Yes-
kewicz' netmen battled their 
Salem State rivals fiercely, and 
were stronger contenders this 
year. Doug Ragnow, a freshman 
:tmni .J?wcJ'»n~. ~f.Ht 011~. pf t,4e 
best matches a~ainsnhe Vikines 
in the #2 singles, a~d Mark 
Hayes was strong at #6 singles. 
Freshmen Gary Rose and John 
Gearin showed promise, as did 
freshman John Crowley and 
Mike Richards. 
Upperclassmen representing 
BSC included Tri-Captains, 
Doug Campbell, Jim Storey 
and senior John Femularo, and 
transfer, Steve White. Tri-
Captain Mark Desrosiers 
una'ble to attend." " " . . wa,s 
The· Bears look to get· on the ;_;.., .. 
winning track when they travel · 
to FraminghamStatefora 10:00 
match this Saturday, before 
opening their home schedule 
with Mass. Maritime, next 
Wednesday at 3 p.m. 
With five experienced, tal- ;.,,.,..;1 
ented freshman, and a· nucleus 
of four seasoned varsity squad 
members, the Bears are optimis-
tic that they"~~°' improv~:oy~r 
last year's 2-5 record. 
Thut"s.da.y,_September. 20 -t9.84 
-. ~ .. .. .,._ " .. . .. 
Bears 
Busin ess 
By Mike Storey 
Staff Writer 
FALL INTRAMURALS 
will begin next week. Various 
programs include: FLAG 
. FOOTBALL (men, women), 
After two weeks most stu- VOLLEYBALL (men, women, 
dents should be in their daily coed), and FLOOR HOCKEY 
ro~tine of getting up early and (men). Rosters · still can be 
gomg to bed late. So to is the handed in to the IM office in the 
Bridgewater State athletic Kelly Gym up to noon 
department as the fall sports tomorrow. 
program kicked off the '84 sea- The KELLY GYM and 
son in resounding fashion as the POOL officially opened this 
FOOTBALL BEARS thrashed week. Schedules are available in 
the Framingham State Rams the gym lobby for the first 
"'' (34-0) in one of the rn,ost one- quarter. · 
sided victories for this team in Even though it's only Sep-
recent years. An unyielding tember the winter sports season 
defense, led by DT BOB FRIES is not far away. Head men's bas-
.. ECAC Player of the Week" ketball coach MARK CHAM-
held the Rams to a meager 54 PAONE had his first team 
yd~ total offense. Offensively, meetif!g last week with close to 
the tandem of QB MARK 25 hopefuls attending. 
AMBROSE and FB BRIAN Members of the women's bas-
MAHONEY had excellent ketball squad have been work-
opening game· . performances. ing out a couple nights a week in 
The "all new" offensive line per- ~reparation for their first prac-
formed extremely well for the tice Oct. 15th. 
limited amount of time they've WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS 
had to work together. coach Lynn DeMaria will hold a 
Bridgewater's defending team meeting Tuesday, Sep-
ECA C champion FIELD tember 25th at 6:00 p.m. in the 
HOCKEY team got off to a fast ~elly Gym. All interested par-
start in their opener trouncing . ties are welcome. 
Smith College (3-0). Second Men's and women's SWIM 
half goals were scored by:. team will have an organizational 
KAREN FREDERICO, MAR- meeting Thursday, Sept. 27th at 
CIA GOOD, and JODY Sil- 3:30 p.m. in the pool mezzanine. 
VESTRO. LYN EE BENNETT See Coach Yeskewicz for more 
had her usual stellar perfor~ info. SIDELINES: Men's tennis 
man~_e in recording the shutout. captains for . '84 are MARK 
BSC SOCCER got off on the 'DESROUCHERS, MARK 
right foot in the first game HA YES, and DOUG CAMP-
defeating Suffolk (l-0). BOB BELL.Field Hockey captains 
GRAVES scored the winner are RUTH DEBESSE and 
with BRAD MASTRANGELO MARCIA GOOD ... The Kelly 
( 13 saves) getting the shutout. Gym floor and Swenson Foot-
The men's and women's TEN- ball Stadium had quite the face-
NIS teams weren't as fortunate lift over the summer..;New 
as both.suffered losses in their coaches this season include 
opening matches. The men were BRIAN· MAXFIELD (soccer), 
pounded by a strong. Salem NORM PETERSPM (soccer). 
State squad (9~0). with the JEANETTE SPINA (women's 
women doing a little better tennis), JOE YESKEWICZ 
dropping an (8-1) score to (men's tennis), BILL NIXON 
Wheaton'. . JESSICA SU l_LI-. _ (football). AL CA,MPEA(foot-
VAN was the lone victor for the· ball), and BOB DENISE (vol-
ladies; . . leyba1l) ... Bob :Denise, former 
VOLLEYBALL didn't fair to Middleboro H.S. baseball 
wen either dropping a (3-0} coach, now dou.bles as assistant 
match to an impressive and tall coach in s_oftball and volleyball 
Clark squad. a~ BSC. Talk about being versa-
Both men's and women's ttle ... BRIAN. MAHQNEY 
~ROSS COUNTRY teatns are score·. his first TD as a Bridge-
m action this Saturday at the· water Bear. this past Saturday 
SMU Invitational. Both teams after going s·coreless in 
have participated previ~·usly in · 1983 .. .'~Don't Mess · with 
the. N?rtheastern and Bryant DeBess~" is becoming the chant 
Inv_1tat.1onals, but this will be of. all f1eJd hockey opponents 
th~1: !1rst chance to see regular ~his season. It must be the jean 
D1v1s1on II I competition. Harri- Jacket she wears in games ... With 
ers to watch are 'SCOTT only. one player over 5'8" on the 
YAKOLA, DAN MURPHY squad ·volleyball coach KIM 
and CINDY LINDH. . PHILLIPS put in a request for 
-~.;,1, . The BSC CLUB SPOR~S elevator sneakers at Gotshalk's 
.·.- program has begun for the fall. · recently. 
. season._ WATERPOLO opened 
·up their season at. t.he Boston 
College Invitational. Any inter..: 
ested stude!ltS in the following 
. clubs should sc;e MIKE s·TO-
--~ REY as to who to contact: SKI 
CLUB, ADVENTURECLUB 
EQUESTRIAN CLUB, and 
GOLF CLUB. 
~ new sports club has begun 
~.~~~at BSC this year, that being 
WOMEN'S SOCCER.. Over 
-~ twenty-five {25) women took 
part in their first practice last 
week. This could be an up and 
coming sport in the near future. 
..... : ... • ... ~ ~ .!. ... J. • 
Boaters on way to "1 O" 
By Douglas Benson 
Staff Writer 
First-year men's soccer coach 
Brian Maxfield is hoping for a 
"IO"- or, 10 wins this season. 
"'We're looking to play .500 
ball within our league (the Mas-
sachusetts College Athletic 
Conference) and win 6 or 7 of 
our games out of it," Maxfield 
said. "Ten wins ·_ that's what 
we're shooting for." 
It will be quite an improve-
ment if the BSC Men's Soccer 
team can achieve the goals their 
coach has set for them. The team 
went 3-11-4 last year and have 
not won a MASCAC game since 
1981. 
"Ideally," Maxfield told The 
Comment, "we'd like to go 3-3-1 
in the MASCAC. That would 
show significant improvement . 
1 hen if we could win six or seven 
of our other games ... " 
. Ma~field's plan to accomp-
lish this task involves three key 
elements. One, to be injury-free; 
two, fo~ the midfield to develop 
very qmckly; and three, for the 
defense. including the goal-
tender, to be top-notch. Which 
they could already be. 
The strong point of this squad 
is defense. Goaltender Brad 
Mastrangelo, a junior from 
Wakefield, is considered by his 
teammates to be the best keeper· 
they've played with. The defense 
is composed of Captain John 
McGuinness, a sophomore from 
Lynn; and sophomore Glenn 
Flannigan of Wakefield, at stop-
perback, with junior John St. 
Thomas of Worcester and 
B~ockton sophomore George 
Giannouloudis on the wings. 
If the defense is the team's 
strength, then the midfield is the 
weakness. Chris Terrio and 
Gary Long are the forwards, but 
al~o vying for those positions 
will be Steve Cronbie of 
Somerset, Steve Sheridan a 
transfer from Brockton ~nd · 
Tim Regan, a transfer' from 
Dover-Sherborn. 
The front line, however, 
seems full of ex.pected talent, 
such as striker Ilidio Carneiro a 
sophomore transfer from W~r­
cester State, and freshman Bob 
Graves, who is loaded with 
speed and agility and will be an 
asset to the team for some time 
to come. Either Eric Lamlein or· 
Ian Hurley, a freshman from 
Duxbury, will be on the wing. 
"We're optimists," concluded 
Maxfield. "The kids honestly 
feel they can win." 
With an attitude like that, and 
should Maxfield's plan succeed 
this team may very well win 10 
or more games this season. 
On Monday, BSC played host 
to Suffolk University and 
· emerged with a 1-0 victory. The 
lone goal was scored by Bob 
Graves and was assisted by Ili-
dio Carneiro at 14:39 in the 
second half. On Saturday, BSC 
will travel to Roger Williams for 
its first away game. The match is 
scheduled for 2:00 p.rn. On 
Tuesday, the team hosts W or-
ccster State at 3:30 p.m. 
Photo: Mike Storey 
Water Polo 
By Steve O'Brien 
Sports Editor 
The Bridgewater State'Water 
Polo Club traveled to Boston 
College last Friday, Sept. 14, for 
a tournament with Boston Col-
lege and. Boston University. 
The _Bears opened up the tour- -
ney ~Ith a game against B. c. 
Starting on a positive note 
B.S.C. scored the first goal (Bob 
Stanley) but faced .a tough 
second half (with inexperienced 
goaltending) and was defeated 
by. a~score of 13-7. Goals for 
Bridgewater were scored by Bob 
~tanle~ (4), freshman Scott 
B 
oodnch (2), and senior Ken 
ernard. 
In the second game, the Bears 
lost to the B. U .. Terriers 10-4 
despite Ken Bernard's defensiv~ 
manuevers. Bob Stanlev and 
Scott G~odrich both sc ... ired 
twice. 
The Bears are currently 
rebuilding the team, as many 
who have not played before now 
fill the ranks. Seven veterans 
have returned, however, and 
they will try to improve the 
team's standing this.JsiecfsJoh. 
This coming Monday the 
Bears will host B.U. and B.C. at· 
6 p.m. · 
LOOKING BACK 
B.S.C. Sports 10 years ago this 
week: 
B.S.C. Football defeats Uni-
versity of New Haven (Conn.) 
I0-0 . 
· Jack Vercallane of the B.S.C. 
Cross country team placed I 0th 
in the Glassboro (N.J.) State 
Invitational meet. 
Student Athletes 
Anyone interested in being on this year's BSC Wrestling team 
is asked to leave their name, campus or local address, and phone 
number for coach Johnson in the Athletic Director's Office on 
·the first floor of the Maxwell Library. You will be contacted 
within a week regarding the first organizational meeting . 
--··· Thu'rsday, September·20,- 1984 '=fhe Comment 15 
1984 Football Schedule 
VARSITY 
Sep. 15 Framingham State A 1 :00 
22 Maine Maritime H 1 :00 
Field Hockey Schedule 
Sep. 17 Smith College A 
20 Framingham State A 
22 Holy Cross College H 
Volleyball Schedule 
Sep. 18 Clark H _6:30 
4:00 19 M.MA H 6:00 
3:30· Brandeis University 
1:00 20 at Roger Williams A 6:00 
FALL 
Parents Day 
29 We~tern CT. State A 2:00 
Oct. 6 Western New England A 1 :30 
13 Curry College H 1 :00 
Homecoming 
25 Wheaton College H 4:00 S.M.U. 
27 S.M.U. A 4:00 22 Westfield H 2:00 
29 Mt. Holyoke College A 1:00 26 Wellesley H 6:00 
Oct. 6 Bentley College A 12:00 Oct. 1 Worcester State A 7:00 
9 Worcester State A 3:30* 3 Fitchburg State A 7:00 
11 Fitchburg State A 3:30" 6 RIC Invitational A TBA 20 Nichols College A 1 :30 
27 Plymouth State H 1 :00 
Nov. 3 Westfield State A 1 :00 
1 O Mass Maritime H 1 :00 
13 Assumption College A 12:00 9 at Regis/Assumptio11 A 6:00 
16 Plymouth State H 3:30 12 E.N.C./Barrington H 6:30 
18 Westfield State A 3:30 .. 16 at Stonehill/Merrimack 
21 North Adams State H 2:00" A 6:30 
Cranberry Bowl 23 Salem State H 3:30" 20 Smith Invitational ·A TBA 
27 So. Conn. State H 1:00 21 North Adams State H 2:00 
Sports JUNIOR VARSITY Oct. 1 Mass. Maritime A 3:00 8 Tufts University H 1:30 
15 W.P.I. A 3:30 
23 Framingham State A 7:00 
*MASCAC Contests 30 Sarem State H 7:00 
Nov. 9 ECAC Tourl")ament 
Nov. 10 ECAC Tournament 
2-3 E.C.A.C. Tournament 
N.C.A. Tournament 
22 Coast Guard H 3:00 
Coach: Peter Mazzaferro H~ad .. ~.~~d :. t;,·h:11 ·{ 1..1.n.1 t·fl1mas r:ead Coach: Kimberly Phillips 
Tennis Schedule Cross Country Schedule Men's Soccer Schedule 
Schedule WOMEN'S Sep. 18 Wheaton H 3:30 21 Clark A 3:-00 Sep. 22 S.M.U. Invitational M/W Sep.17 Suffolk H 3:30 26 Roger Williams 19 M.M.A. H 3:30 Invitational M 22 Roger Williams A 2:00 
26 Framingham H 4:00 
Oct. 2 Worcester A 2:30 
29 R.l.C. Invitational M/W 25 Worcester State H 3:30 
Oct. 6 Codfish Bowl 27 S.M.U. A 3:30 
4 S.M.U_ H 3:00 Invitational M/W 29 Salem State A 1:30 
6 North Adams H 2:00 13 Holy Cross Invitational w Oct. 2 Stonehill College H 3:30 
1984 
11 Fitchburg A 2:30 
13.14 M.A.1.A.W. A 2:30 
15 Assumption A 
18 Westfield A 3:00 
19-21 New Englands 
23 Pine Manor A 3:30 
25 Stone hill A 3·00 
13 MASCAC Champio0ship 4 Helenic College H 3:30 
at North Adams M 6 North Adams A 2:00 
17 Framingham State/Mass M 8 Curry College A 3:30 
Maritime at Framingham 10 Fitchburg H 3:30 
TBA Bryant College M/W 15 Framingham State A 3:30 
Invitational 17 E.N.C. H 3:30 
27 Salve Regina H 1:30 TBA E~AC Re.gionals M/W 20 Westfield State H 1:00 
28 Nichols College H 2:00 
MEN'S 30 Clark A 2:30 
Sep. 17 Salem A 3:00 Nov. 3 Salve Regina A 12:00 
22 Framingham A 10:00 
26 M.M.A. H 3:00 
30 Westfield H 2:00 
Oct. 2 Worcester H 3:00 
6 North Adams A 2:00 
10 Fitchburg H· 3:00 
HP.ad Coach:. Steve Novak Head Coach: John Laverty Head Coach: Brian Maxfield 
By Vin Dodero 
Staff Writer 
The 1984 Women's Volleyball 
team is full of new faces. The 
only players from last year's 
squad are senior co-captains 
Cara LaConti (3 year captain 
from Lynnfield, at setter) and 
Donna Procopio (3 year starter 
from Arlington, Mass., at hit-
ter), as well as Chris Thomson, a 
junior from Attleboro, Mass., as 
the other setter. Another player 
reforning from last year, spiker 
Diane Cerne, a junior from 
Schenectady, New York, may 
not be able tQ play this year due 
to an injury. 
The new faces may be a sur-
prising factor of depth and 
power this season. The new 
players feature a powerful fre_sh-
ma n left-hander, Jan nine 
Fagan, a 5'7" hitter from Brain-
tree. She will beteaming up with 
Cara LaConti and _Gwena 
Ward, a senior hitter from .Fall 
River, to lead the Bears' attack. 
The depth. of the squad is pro-
duced by sophomore Sue Long, 
and freshmen Sharon Doherty 
and Karen Mahoney, all hitters 
who show great promise. 
Rounding out the team are four 
up-and-coming talents as well, 
sophomore setter Lisa. Devine 
and spikers Doreen Cahtll, Judy 
Ward, and Margie Judge. 
'84 
Returning to coach this year's 
squad is Kim Phillips, who led 
BSC to a 14 and 8 record, first 
place in the Wellesley Tourna-
ment, second place in the Roger 
Williams tournament, and first 
place in the Massachusetts State 
Conference. Assisting Kim will 
be Bob Denise, - who also 
coaches the softball team at 
BSC. The trainers are Tom 
Nash and Lisa Enos, and Karen 
McGee will serve as score-
keeper. 
The Lady Bears faced their 
first opponents of the season, 
Clark Universit)', this p·astTues-
day at the Kelly Gymnasium-
-.:.with mixed results. Even 
though they lost the match, 13-
15, 7-15, 13-15, they showed that 
they had the ability to stay close 
to a tough Cfark team. The 
. defeat also showed that one~ the 
two setters, Cara LaConti and 
Chris Thomson, can get their 
timing together with.all the new 
players, they are going to be a 
versatile powerhouse With the 
ability to spike with the best of 
. them-as well as. out-hit-. and 
out-bl<~ek any MASCAC teams. 
High points of the games were 
the strong serving of Cara 
LaConti (12 po~nts, 8 in.a row) 
and Jannine Fagan (6 points), 
and the diving saves and blocks 
by Gwena Ward. The next home 
game is this Saturday,. Sep-
tember 22, at 2:00 againstWest-
field State, and following that, 
Wednesday, September 26, at 
2:00 against Wellesley. Your 
support is welcome and there 
are plenty of seats available. 
KELLY CYMN/\SlllM 
F lRST QUARTER.SCHEDULE 








8-lOam, ll-12pm, l-2prn, 6-10: 30pm 
8-9:15am, ll-12pm, 1:30-3pm, 6-10:30pm 
8-lOam, ll-12pm, l-2pm, 6-7:30pm 
6-10:30pm 
CLUB WATERPOLO Monday - Friday 3-4:30pm 
VARSITY SWIM PRACTICE 4:30-6pm 










8-9am, ll-12pm, l-3pm 
ll-12pm, 1:30-3pm 
8-9am, -ll-12pm, l-3pm., 6-8pm 
6-llpm 
Monday - Friday 3-8:30 
VARSITY WOMEN '.S 
Sept 18 (5:00), Sept 19 (4:30) 
Sept 26 (4:30), Oct' 12 (5:00) 
(Volleyball, Floor Hockey, etc.) 
Sunday - Thursday 8:30-llpm 
BASKETBALL: Oct. 14 (6-8pm) 














Monday - Thursday 
Monday Friday 
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Canada's Bear of Beers 
. h ' 1s ere. 
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes · 
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew. 
An authentic Cal'ladian lager-naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor 
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The-bear of beers is here! 
~" 
CANADNS BEA~ OF BEERS 
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 
